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After Berlin

Berlin's account of pluralism and its implications continues to
have a vigorous afterlife, although this has taken time to gather
momentum. Throughout the 1960s and 1,970s, while 'Two Concepts
of Liberty' was minutely examined for its bearing on the idea of
freedom, the pluralist theme was hardly noticed. Since the 1980s,

however, Berlin's concept of pluralism has become the focus of a
lively debate. This was initiated by the aPPearance of the collections
edited by Henry Hardy, confirmed by Berlin's focus on pluralism
in 'The Pursuit of the Ideal' (1988), and further stimulated by the
work of John Gray in particular.i Several issues have been ráised,
but the main division of opinion is between broadly liberal and non-
liberal schools, the former defending or trying to improve on
Berlin's links between pluralism and liberal principles, the latter
rejecting those links and aligning pluralism with variou^s political
aliernatives, in particular coñservaiism and pragmatism.2

In this chapter I trace some of the principal moves in this critical
literature. I begin by considering the case advanced by Gray, who
is the most prominent spokesman for the non-liberal camP. I argue
that Gray's case not only departs from Berlin's intentions, but also
mistakes the logic of Berlinian pluralism. My rejection of Gray's
view leads into a positive case for liberalism on pluralist grounds.
By reflecting on the nature of pluralism itself I arrive at principle_s

which identify liberalism as the best political system from a plural-
ist point of view. Having responded to the anti-liberal challenge, I
then consider a split within the liberal camp, between the view that
pluralism points to a form of liberalism based on toleration, includ-
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inq toleration of illiberal ways of life within the liberal state, and an

nóorir.rg view that liberal pluralism should emphasize personal

ãiriono"iy, thereby supporting a state which promotes liberal forms

of life in þreferenèe toóthers. Here I side with the latter alternative.

it,u ptnràtist case I outline goes beyond the arguments explicitly

àffuri,A by Berlin, but it revives and extends some of those

árgumenté and remains in keeping with the general spirit of his

outlook.

For Gray, Berlin's basic concept of value pluralism is correct, but it
oorrurrét an 'enormous subvèrsive force' that Berlin himself does

irot fully appreciate.3 Pluralism not only fails to supPg-I!liberalism,
Gray aiguäé; it positively undermines most forms of liberal politi-
cat ífrotfitrt. On this view, the message of pluralism is- that liberal-

ism is a"n 'agonistic' form of politics, that is, that liberal values

are always iñ competition witñ others on an equal footing rather

than alwãys srrperíor. They are only locally valid, not universally.
Gray conéedes that his reading takes 'a s!ep-fo1 which. there is

no .1"u. authority in Berlin's writings, and which he might well
be reluctant to foilow'.a But he insistè that the underlying logic of
Berlin,s pluralism points away from liberal universalism rather

than towards it.
Berlin never responded publicly to Gray's interpretation, but it

is indeed certain that he wõuld be reluctant to accePt it. For Gray,

the best possible world under pluralism is one in which there is a

wide variety of ways of life and political regimes,-some liberal, some

not.s There'is nothing in this vision that would exclude from the

range of legitimate vãriety a regime like that of the soviet union or
eveñ Nazi"Germany. Gray claims that his view does exclude these

extremes, defining as 'iilegitimate' those political systems that

subject their peoplã to'universal evils'such as torture, persecution,

humiliation, genbcide, poverty and ill health.6 But he immediately
adds that thðse univeisal evils imply no 'minimal morality' for
human beings, since different societies may have very different
interpretatioñs of what counts as an instance of any such evil, and

may rank or trade off evils in very different ways when they con-

flici. Moreover, 'there is nothing unreasonable in putting the claims

of one,s way of life over those óf universal values'.7 It seems that a
sincere Naá may reasonably fight on, inflicting universal evils on
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others, in order to, preserve the Nazi way-of.life. Further, even ifGray's position did somehow excrude the ñazis r.o*tn"iJqitimate
range of societies under pluralism, it expricitry aou, 

"ot"?x.tuoethose illiberal regimes (the Ottoman ånd. úapsb"rg- Eipirur,Casrro's Cuba) ti^i airã". "."färire 
riberty and personarautonomy in less spectacular ways,s-

, Berlin strongry approved of cúrturar diversity, but he wourd notbe happy_ with these poriticar conclusions.-HJ'wourã-agäe withGray that liberals cannõt rery on trre notion of universar ,uarîÀs aroneto make their case, since génuine universals are far tào guiuri. toindicate liberalism as their sole or uniouely best poriiicaiuifr"rrion.
ll*:9, l".ttl goes further, since he åtates quire expticitly that therìuman morar horizon is compatible with Nazism (pol, lz_ti.
Cona.,38) - an admission whichbray tries, unconvincingly,io drawback from. Berlin's arternative notion of the 'central .orå, är t-,uo'un
values would not go much further, for reasons discussed in the rast
ghapler. Nevertheless, Berrin insists that pluralir; ñpù;; iib".ul_ism. His case, as outlined in the- previous .*,upt"r, ãpp"åf, ,rotjust to value universaritybut to othär features u"a i-píiäJons ofpluralism: the value of crroice and the inevitability á? ,"ài"r 

".apolitical imperfection.
The weaknesses and limitations of that case; as Berrin presentsit, have already- been examined. To these difficulties Gräy addsrurrner cralms ot his own about the nature of Berlinian pluralism,

to the effect tha_t pluralism does not support liberalism fuì rattrerundermines it. In prace of liberarism hé proposes various arterna-
rrves as more fittingly pluralist. The fiist, 

^especiaily 
prominent

in his earlier work on plurarism, can be hbeilåd nir',rriuiu.tirriry
yiew, since it appeals to those passages- in whiln È".ìir, ãip"urc
t9 sa¡ that choices among incommensürabres to"rt uà 

"å"-ätional.As.Gray.puts it, pluralism imposes on us ,radical, rather thanrational choices among incomménsurables:,choice withoui criteria,grounds, or principles'.e Therefore, the choice of liberal valuesin preference to the alternatives must also be fundamerrtållv ,,on_rational. Liberalism is not jusrifiabre by universal .";;;;; ilt is atbest.a historically contingént set of preferences o, t.Jítiã"s. we
need not linger over this ãrgument, sìnce it rests on the irrational-
ist interpretation of choice ùnder pluralism, which, as seen earrier,does¡ot do justice to our actual morar experience, and which Berrinrightly.repudiates. Decisive rationar chäice u-ár",g i.,.ã*r'er,s,r-
rables does seem possible in at least some concrete cases.

. Gray-soon came to. accept this objection to the sub¡eciivist read-ing, and abandoned it in favour of a contextuarist upp.à.ãn, ,orr.

---
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L;efôries and circumstances, our needs and goals, may give good

ä;;;1"; àifferent choices'.'. This is similar to Berlin's appeal to

iifi"ã""".uf Pattern of life in which we believe' (L' 47)' But' unlike
porlin. Grav turns contextualism into another line of pluralist argu-

ñnt;g-;ilrt liberalism. He argues in effect that if under pluralism

u'råã*i"a ranking of valuesls possible. in context, it is possible

irtl i" context. Thã traditional project of liberalism is not contex-

il;i ;"t;iversal: the classic jústifications of liberalism (Lockean

näi"tuì rignts, Benthamite utiliiarianism, Millian self-develoPment,

iü;iriu"""eutrality) privilege liberal goals not merely for particu-

iàì rã.i"ti"r but for áll sociõties. Libeial universalism is therefore

u,*Ja, with value pluralism and must be rejected. At most, plu--

,ärir^-ir làmpatible with an 'agonistic' liberalism which self-

cã-nsciously claims no more than lõcal authority.n Pluralism points

ã*uu i.o"í universalism of any kind and towards the authorityof

i".äí ir"Ji,ior.,. o"ty cultural tradition can provide us with the

.ã"t"*i we need for ttre reasoned resolution of conflicts among

incommensurable goods.^^'õ-t; 
,.aditionälist contextualism can be challenged on three

n.o.r.rár. First, is it true that under pluralism we can choose among

3;;flì;ii;g buri. uul., es only for reasons generated by. context?

fr¡innt it nît be possible to finã principles forieasoned choice within

ii..".àï."protpturatism itself? ihis possibility is broached by Berlin

i" ftit utgi^ur,t, ftottt choice and ánti-utopianism' and I return to

it in theîext section. Secondly, supposing that pluralism commits

us to reasoning in context, why músì contéxt be identified with tra-

äitio"f Ctuy b"elieves that iheie is reason to privilege liberal values

onlv within the context of a pre-existing liberal tradition: in effect,

iiü.íulir* is justified only where it alieady exists. But that view

rests on a very narrow uíderstanding of 'ðontext" which may be

i"ià.p*t"a máre broadly to include ñot only. pre-existing culture

but älso wider social, óconomic or civilizational circumstances.

Given some such broader interpretation of the relevant context, we

may arrive at a much broader defence of liberalism' For example'

Joséph Raz argues that the liberal ideal of personal autonomy is

âonropriate, u"navoidable even, not only for currently liberal soci-

;iiã; d"; ¡"; all societies under 'the conãitions of the industrial age

and its aftermath with their fast changing technologies and free

movement of labour'.i2 These are condilionl such that no good life

ã" f" enjoyed without the capacìty to adapt oneself to rapidly

altering ciicumstances. whatevôr the precise merits of Raz's argu-

ment, ñu op"., up the possibility-of a much broader contextual case

for liùeralism thai thai allowed by Gray't'
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. A rhird problem ryith Gr.ayls traditio'alism is that it neglects
the possibility of conflicts witirin and among traditions. nur"iunìã
to local tradition is supposed by Gray to re"solve conflicts ¿

incommensurables. But what happens when the relevan, ¡.;ffiffi
is itself divided over these issues, õr whenthele gre deep disagree_
ments as to what the tradition requires? Indeed, if pluralism iri.u",
these are likely to be w-idespread problems, since value incommen_
surabìlity tends naturally to geneiate reasonable disagreement over
moral questions, in particular over.questions of hovione o"gt,t lolive in general. (I return to the subject of reasonable disagreement
about 

-conceptions of the good lifê in the next section.)"Further,
even if ! given tradition was univocal on how to resolve a particu-
lar conflict of incommensurables, what should pluralists dt when
they are confronted by multiple traditions sa.ótioning 

"o"flictin!resolutions?
This problem of divided or multiple traditions has now been con-

gedgd. by Gray, who in his most recènt work has moved away from
traditionalism towards a new position. where traditions ãollide,
he suggests, such conflicts can-be 'settled by achieving a modus
vivendi'among the parties, in whicl'r they'finâ interestsänd values
which they- have in commo^ and reacir .compromises regarding
those in which they diverge'.r4 This points ìo un appräch tõ
p_olitics very different from the curtúre-based conservatism of
G.ray'.s.'middle' period. Rather than loyalty to tradition, modus
aiaendi indicates a loose kind of pragmátism , an acl froc response
unguided by any consistent principleð other than a general prefer-
ence for accommodation over conhict. Again, howeîer, Gráy pre_
sents his view as a critique of the traditiõnal claims of liberälism:
'liberal institutions are merely one variety of modus uiaendi, not
alwa.ys the most legitimate'.t5 According to Gray, the only limits to
legitimate modi uiuendi are set by an urira-thin lotion oí,minimal

:ttr-î,#:, "å,iiffff.t and legitimacv', explicitlv consistent with

The notion of modus aia-endi might seem to be the ideal political
expression of value pluralism, since it looks so open-endeä. But a
moment's reflection is enough to reveal the probiems with it from
a pluralist point of view. The Munich Agreement of 1938 would
count as a- legitimate modus viaendi according to Gray,s definition,
but a settlernent that wol 

-a 
temporary p"ã." by áelivering the

Czechs into the hands of the Nazis is sùrely u þoo. expre'ssio^
of value pluralism. It is unclear whether Gráy iniends his modus
aiaendi to be a balance of power based on seli-interest or a moral
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seftlement based on a principled commitment to- peaceful coexis-
"t"*å. n"t in either.ur" ir Gråy not reverting_to what he.condemns

às monism in the liberal theories he rejects? His modus ataendl rs no

äif,?"*", from liberalism in giving general priority to certain values

äï"r otf-,"tr - in the case of"modisTiaendi it is either Pe?'e or self-

interest that is overriding. Further, if Gray is commending.modus

i¡aend¡ as a universal rîle, then he is in effect advancing his

fa,roured values as universally overriding, the very position he

uìtri¡rrt", to the liberals and reiects in the name of pluralism.
-- 

c.uy might deny that he is asserting modus aittendi as a univer-

sal rulä. Inóne passage he presents it ai 'a contingent good' that is

äorth pursuinË only"insofár as it advances human interests', which

;t "ú.ge.rt 
Ëut ii the application of 

.modus 
aiaendi is really con-

,inÉ""t orichanging humán interests, then we are left to ask when

ii^"'ppfi"r an¿ ríneä it does not. In those cases where it does not

;.rì;_ what then? Are we referred back to traditionalism/ or even

,iti,íáti"ir-? on these questions Gray gives no guidance. In fact he

"r"äffy 
speaks of modus-aiaendi in terms suggesting notcontingency

;;; p""*;"ence. 'All ways of life have some interests in common"

and these common intereäts 'give us reason to pursue coexistence'.18

But what the common inteiests are, Gray does not say- beyond

"oti"g 
that they are 'many and varied'. This conflicts with his in-

;;""?" (proba|ly correctÍ earlier in the same_.book that genuinely

;i;;r^i'goods âre few and highly generic.le Further, even if he

iJentified ã set of interests genuiÁely cbmmon to all human beings,

he would still have to explain how these 'give us reason to pursue

coexistence'. Finally, supposing that there are common interests

which give us ,."urón to þïrsuJcoexistence, there are also likely to

be othe"r common intereits which give us reasol"t to abandon coex-

istence in at least some significant"number of cases. Gray himself

admits that ,it is frequentl| thor" interests that divide us'.20

so we are back to ihe qúestion of why a pluralist outlook should

be tied more especially tó the good of peacè (or self-interest) rather

if.,^" t" otn". goiar. Cärtainlyþluralisfs will sometimes, even often,

have good ."irorl to prefer pãáce to the alternatives, but not always'

The lüunicl"r Agreement is ã case in point. This is not to deny that

pluralism ,o*ðti*"t implies an important role for compromise'

äspecialty in cases wheie reason inãicates no si.gle solution or

*i.,"." m'oral agreement is impossible. But even in those cases com-

promise is not"invariably- justified from a pluralist point of view,

år",¿ **,".u it is, justified þluralist compromise-should be guided by

principles of thé kind I sirall come to õhortly'2l
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. _ 
Gray's various attempts to align Berlinian pluralism with non_

Iih-eral approaches to politics-are a-ll deeply unsàtisfactory. His early
subjectivism fails to allow for the poési'bility of reasoied ;üilå
among conflicting.incommensurableì in contãxt. The conservative
contextualism of his middle period is too narrow and rigid, since itignores contexts wider than cultural traditions and ne"glects con-
flicts among and within such traditions. Finally, his notioi if modus
uiuendi is vague a1{ 

¡rndeveloped, and its gäneral privileging of
either peace or self-interest maices it hard to"distinguish frLm the
monism that he sees as a fatal flaw in liberalism.

A pluralist case for liberalism

At this point Gray light reply that although his constructive
account- of pluralist politics máy need clarificaãion or amendment,
at least his main critical point holds: if value pluralism is true, then
liberal universalism, including Berlin's, is untenable because no
moral universalism is tenable. Could liberals resist Gray on thì;
point and argue beyond contextualism? They might do só by chal-
lengrng Gray's argument at its first step and resisting the claim that
under pluralism context is the 

-only sóurce of reasõ-rs for ranking
goods. Another source could be ihe concept of value pluralisrñ
itsSf By reflecting on the components of ihe plurarist'idàu, *u
might arrive_at-principles of not merely particular but universal
application. such princ.iples might be aeiiväa from the components
of,pluralism.analysed. iñ the last chapter. Indeed, this is esJentially
what Berlin is trying to do in his arguments from choice and anti-
utopianism, which appeal to the plùralist notions of value plural_
ity, conflict and incommensurability. I have concluded ttat the
particular-arguments offered by Berlin are not wholly successful as
they stand. still, it may be thatbetter arguments .ur, L" constructed
using the same basic strategy. Here areJour possibilities.

1. Uníztersøl aalues

It might beargued, for_exampre, that the first component of varue
pluralism, the universality ofãt reast some varues, åuggests a prin-
ciple of resp-ect for a minimal universal morality. It ;i"ght then be
added that liberalism satisfies that moral mini'mum, irhile other
political forms do no-t. we have already seen why this argument,
although it may be a first step along the road from'pluraliså- lo li¡-
eralism, does not get us very far. It is fair to claim that liberalism
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is at least compatible with Berlin's notion of a minimal universal
morality because of the liberal commitment to human rights. But
Berlin's conceptions of the 'hurnan horizon' and 'central core' of
universals ate so thin that they fall far short of singling out a dis-
tinctively liberal order as their only or best political expression.
Not only liberalism but many other political views, some extremely
illiberal, are consistent with Berlin's universal goods.22

Could Berlin respond by making his account of moral universal-
ity 'thicker' or more demanding, so that it excluded non-liberal
societies? A model for this move might be provided by the 'human
capabilities' approach of Martha Nussbaum and Amartya Sen,

acõording to which a good life for a human being requires the pos-
session of real capacities to exercise certain essential 'human func-
tions', the list of these being fairly detailed and extensive.23 It could
then be argued that such capacities are best realized under a liberal
form of politics. The general difficulty with this strategy is the
obvious fension between identifying goods at a sufficient level of
specificity to single out liberalism as a necessary political context
ahd, on the other hand, ensuring that the goods are described in
sufficiently general terms to count as genuinely -universal, in the
sense of esséntial or desirable for any good life.2a While such an

approach should not be ruled out prematurely, it is probably best

tô iemain somewhat sceptical of it. Again, the appeal to universals
is best regarded as a first step on the road from pluralism to liber-
alism, but no more than that.

2. lncommensurøbility

Respect for universal values is only the first element of the plural-
ist iãea; another is incommensurability. Gray argues that this tells
against liberalism. If some values are incommensurable, he argues,
tñen so too are the'forms of life' in which they are instantiated.2s
If incommensurability prevents reasoned universal ranking, then
that applies as much among ways of life as among values. And since
liberaliãm is the political expression of a particular form of life
(emphasizing negative liberty, personal autonomy, etc.), it follows
thaCthere can be no good reason to uphold liberalism as universally
superior to alternative political views based on alternative conceP-
tions of the good. But I have already shown that the claim that cul-
tures or ways of life are wholly incommensurable is mistaken' On
the pluralist view ways of life cannot be wholly incommensurable,
becãuse at least some values are universal. All forms of life must
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I

-

overlap to that exten-t. Incommensurability does not undermine lib_*1lpa in the.way thar Gray ,"ú;;r.'
Moreovel incommens,r.ãUitiif 

-p.ovides liberalism with se¡¡spositive support. In the previous'ch^apt".l notua B;;ï;,, ä*"ntthar a key imptication óf 
"u1"" 

inloiì;",i;..^biiüïinåïp"._
rectibilitv of human rives in.gun".oi ;;ã 

"r 
p"üti."i'rirä i.ï"rti."_lar. To acknowtedgî ,h: r::f,y ;i;;"" rncommensurabitity is rorule out views rike crassicar Maíxism ur,Ju.,u..hism as utãpiå, unato commend more rea.ristic positio"s wrrilh;-.ö;ä;å:il**date imperfection u"a .o.,rii.i. i;il.;ilr*. rars ïiihi., înìJ'ut,u.class of rearistic posirions. nuri urro "'Jä tnulliu".ãiirÀï, .", ,r.."only political form consistent witrr theìnti-utopianism that foilowsfrom value incommensurab'ity. ðot',**à,ir.n i, u.,ott,uiàå.,ãautu,and Gray's modus aiaendi i" pä.r."pãä ,ii.a. If liberarism is to bepicked ou t as uniq uery fitted io,h;i;;ii;ì;.,tlö ilîupio.,u.,need a stronger principle. ¡ ----

3. Diztersity

Could Berlinian pluralism. provide more determinate supportfor liberatism bv #ay of u p.i,i.iiiåì"r 'àiu"rrity,? Liberal plurarisrscould argue as'follówr. Vät,re þ*ãirà.suggests thar, subject roqualification, it is be*er that a åãàiv á^urace more varues ratherthan fewer' As Bernard w'riams wlì,åri'tt there are many and com-peting genuine varues, rrren rhe g."uìu.in" 
"*tu"rìã -tiä", äîo.iutytends to besingle-valued, th" fr;;";enuine values it neglects orsuppresses. More, to this exrenr, *.*ti.r"un u"tiåri; wi'åiTi'.o*",to determinine rrre besr poriric"l r"iri.l" ør this ãiverrüy^åïgooar,Iiberalism *,,Ër'n has a strong crairn. Its traditional eripha'"is on

111 1'' 
d 

"11, 
r iberíy, rorera ti on "ilË;;; Ëåä; îi:ïJ sociarspaces wirhin -ht:l_ llltviduals ära gror.rps can pursue a widerange of different purposes.

How exactlv doôs piurarism impry the desirab'ity of more, ratherthan fewer; góods *ìthin ;:ì*";"ì!,yt rhis imprication seemsto be denied bv Grav *r'e'.' heierãrärïr-," p"rriuiiiifåïä rà.i"ty
lli,^ ::ky*r:áq:, ín u t., tn' ãi îu-lä or,.å I i"* 

"ù"ï 
""o* 

i,i"n uycrìooses for itserf a rerativery nu..o-,''riberar o, u"rnã.îru.ru"culture'27 such a society 
"on 

r"äogni)á tí-r"varue of other goods andways of life' but simply opt to pi"t"-äììr own insular and mono-lithic traditions. Liberár.piu.rr[ir ä.ìåpry *,at sucü"'ìäi"ry i,not truty pturalisr in outlòok, u""u"* ìt aoé, 
"àt 

tãtà^rJiå".rjy ,rru
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value diversity that pluralism stands for. If pluralism is true,. then

ifi"r" ur" *uny intrinsic goods, that is, goods that are valuable for

iitãir o*" saké. ('ValuablÚ here means cõntributing to human well-

being objectively, not just valued de facto by particulal Persons or

,o.iu"tiet.átl Each of these goods has, prima facie, an independent

.lui* otr our respect: we should take ihem all seriously' To take a

oood seriouslv in this sense is not necessarily to promote it in every

ãuru, ,in.u plúralists recognize, following Berlin, that not all goods

.á" fu realized simultaneóusly: to emphasize one may be to neglect

ár ao*tlptuy another. Precisãly whiõh goods can be pursued in

ãå*Ui"uËioíwith which others will depeãd on the circumstances.2e

Further, in some cases it may be hard to judge with any precision

which of two rival packages of goods is more expressive of diver-

sity. Nevertheless, sub¡ect to these qualifications, pluralism commits

us'to allowi.,g o,. 
".,.oúraging 

the pursuit of as many genuine goods

as the circurnstances allow. Il follows that pluralism commits us to

the promotion of as many forms of life..as possible - subject to a

,iÀiu,. qualification as to the compatibility of the forms of life at

issue, and to a further important limitation I shall come to in a
moment. To accept value pluralism is to have good reason to take

seriously and prómote a diversity of goods and ways of life'
Suppásing ihat pluralism implies an ethic of diversity along

these^lines, iíberal pluralists argúe that this is best satisfied politi-
cally by the tolerati,on and individual liberty characteristicof liber-

alisín. îgain, Gray opposes this claim. He agrees that pluralism
implies d"iversity, Éut interprets this as a-commitment to a diversity

"áä 
ro much of þarticular goods as of whole ways of life. Since dif-

ferent ways of life give riJe to different political systems, pluralist
diversity iherefore õndorses a diversity of political regimes. Liber-

alism is one of these, but once more Possesses no privileged status.

ior pluralists, Gray claims, the best world is not one in which liberal
pri*ipt"t triumph universally, but rather one containing many dif-
ierent'political forms, some liberal and some not'30

Theie are two main problems wiih Gray's position here. First,

he assumes that to value a diversity of forms of life is to value a

diversity of political regimes. But some-pgtiti:'J regimes a.re more

hospitaúle than others tó diverse ways of life. This is true both exter-

nalþ in their treatment of other states, and internally, in their treaþ

In"nt of different ways of life within their own territory. On the

whole it is liberal polities, or polities with substantial liberal com-

ponents, that have the best reiords when it comes to tolerating and

þromoting multiple ways of life both at home ancl abroad. This is
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not to say that liberal polities have been rimitressry torerant in theserespects, merelv that they have done be.tter,. ". uäù""à, Thun non-Iiberar regimes. Therefore it L=u"iitut¡ ft.rf ¡r"*it" äiversitywould be advanced by replacing_riberar" rugiÁÅ ;irüi*_ri¡u.árones. Non-liberal regimes *orïd, it is trüe, 
"aa ,"À"ihing ton"+1111I:Ti!y, but-they would tátu u*uy a good deal more.

- l he second probrem witrr Gray's view is 
"tt 

ut"l.ru urr,rrr,"r'tt ut thudiversity to which pruralists are committed is principally a diver_sity of cultures or ways of life. The probre^ *ith-;hi:îr'r.r*ptionwas identified in the previous chaptea namely that it blurs theboundary between pruialism u"¿ l,it"*l relatiíism. or, ã'¿irtin.-tivety pluralist view, it is particular goods, y; iruã5!¡1i'nà"equatity,that are incommens,rruble, not wñoù curtures. wr.,oiu Jurtures,indeed, cannot be entirery incommensurable on a plurarist view,because on such a view ihur" u." uJ-i"urt some values, howeverthinly described, that are universal or cross-cultural, and that there_fo19;uR."¡"nt points of overtap ;;"; cutrures.
what rhese poinrs show is ihat rheide;iãì-áirru.rity impricit inpluralism refers, primarily, not to-poriticat regimes or forms of life,as assumed by Gray, bur ro goodå or valuesi R"th;; når,'îurringand promoting a diversity ofiegimes or curtures *iu'or.rì.egard totheir conrent, varue pruraiists shäurd 

"ã1"" ""a f.;;;-; äIe.rityof regimes and cultures trrat u.u *'ràÀräives interna'y diverse, thatis, that exhibit inrernany a aiversity árã"äär^ä"ärrlååã.a".ilyl
ways of life' once more, Iiberalism'has ã shong claim to beingacknowredged as the poriticar form mtst accommodating of thiskind of diversity, for tire reasons ;i";; above: its distinctive free_doms enable individuars and ;;"i-p;^ì" pursue disparare goodswithin the same polity. v ' - -

Again, that is not to claim trrat a riberal polity is rimitlessryaccommodatins or wholly neutral among conceptions of the goodlife' In this coñnecti.¡ c""1'9üËtr^;thrr riberal societies tend todrive out no'-liberarJo.ntr óf rifé, to ghettoize or marginalize them,or to trivialize them'.3r Indeed, riberalþrurarists should concede thateven the most liberar of orders is baseå iÀplicitly oì ã-gãlåìãî"ur,r"ranking which privileges individual tiuå.ty and toreration, and inso doing places limits õn otrrergooar. Èà-e'ner, some sucrr rankingis unavoidable in any politicairyrt".", as are the costs of such aranking in terms of aiteinativu uui.r", iå.gor,g or aownptayed. TheIiberal ranking arguabry reaves ;;;; ;;r" for a varieiv óf goodsand co^ceprions of the-good to be pursu;i iil áJ"Ti"i^åo-nalternative. cerrainly liËerarism 
"pi;;;; superior on this score ro
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Grav's preferred device of modus aiaendi, assuming lhe modus

l¡irhai is not itself liberal in form. Peace can sometimes be bought

ånlv ut the price of reduced liberties, and consequently a dimin-

irftéa .uttgu äf hrr^ut", goods. The Munich Agreement,for example,

."presentðd a net reduction in the ends open to the Czechs. Con-

tiårv to Gray, the kind of diversity commended by pluralism is

üetíer re.u"d by liberal univeralisnç such as that of Berlin, than by

Gray's ill-defined modus uiaendi.

4. Reøsonøble dísøgreement

To the argument from diversity may be added a further, closely

related, cõnsideration which also tends in a liberal direction' This is

ll.,at lralue pluralism strongly implies the reasonableness of much

disagreemeït about the nature of the good life, and that liberalism

is thã best vehicle we have for the containment of that kind of rea-

sonable disagreement.
Conceptio"ns of the good may be thought of as schemes for

ranking basic human goôds across a generality of cases. christians,
for eximple, emphasiãe humility and love for one's neighbour as

especially imporîant values for all human beings inall or most cir-

cumstanões. îhe ethics of classical paganism, which live on to some

extent in the military and sporting spheres, celebrate-personal

strength and self-assértion inìhe same-general terms.32 If at least

some"basic values are incommensurable, then many such general

rankings will be prima facie reasonable, and many will be equally

,"urotrãble. This ìs not to say that pluralism endorses all concep-

tions of the good, since some do better than others when judged by
the pluralistltandards of respect for universals, moral and political
realism, and diversity of goods. But within those limits there will
be much legitimate variation. Consequently, many disagreements

concerningihe merits of rival conceptions of the good will also be

reasonablð. Where disagreements are reasonable in this sense, they
are likely to be permanént. A realistic and prudent-for.1 of politics
will theiefore accept and accommodate reasonable disagreement

rather than trying to overcome it. Liberalism, its defenders may

fairly claim, ii¡ust such a realistic and prudent political form.
Tí-ris branch'of the liberal-pluralist case overlaps the influential

position of John Rawls in Political Liberalism (1993) , where he argues

þrecisely t-hat liberalism can be justified as the best political
àontainér for reasonable disagreement concerning the good life.

I



However,.the pluralist and Rawlsian views are not on all fours.33
Rawls maintains that liberalism should be a strictly ,poliücal, 

set_tlement, avoiding appeal to any ,comprehensirre *oiaf do"iri^u,, o,controversial account of moral trutli. Berlinian pluralism, on theother hand,-\ay se¡1 
.to be_just such a comprehånsive viery since

it,involves disputed claims about the true character of moral values.
This contrast has led the Rawlsian theorist charles Larmore tocriticize the liberal-pluralist case as resting on a theory of moralitv
which is too controversial to serve the gõal of liberai 

"""irãìity.{For. Larmore, pluralism cannot be the õasis for a liberalism that
aspires to be neutrul..uTg"g competing-conceptions of the good,
because pluralism is itself aiontroverriãl .or,.éption of the good.

Berlinian liberals might reply as follows.3s Fiist, it may bé ques-
tioned whether Berlinian pluiatism counts as a comprehensive
moral doctrine in Rawls's ierms. pluralism itself is a metathesis
about the statues of values, not a substantive moral view about
what actions are right or which lives are goog. secondly, even if ptu-
ralism does count as a comprehensive mãral doctrine,ii is not ,con-
troversial' in the same sense as those conceptions of the good which
most concern Rawls, especialry rerigious cónceptions. sõ far as plu-
ralism has ethical implication-s, tney do not póint to ar,y ,ra.ro.,"ly
exclusive way o{ Iife; on the contrary, theyimþly the legiíimacy, rea_
sonableness and value of many ways of Íire. iruraty, piuralism is in
any case no more controversial a basis for liberalism than Rawls,s
theory..For.ole thing, Rawls,s view controversially requires people
to restrict.their comprehensive beliefs to the priváte realm in order
to maintain-the putative.neutrality of the státe.36 But that require-
ment is itself not neutral among ðonceptions of the good, siñce it
already assumes a liberal dispoãition to live and let ive. îurther-
more/ it is at least arguable that the bedrock Rawlsian assumption,
of the fact of reasonable disagreement among conceptions ôr *,"
good,.itself presupposes a prùralist account õf *oruiity. The rea-
sonableness, and therefore þermanence, of the morar diJagreement
that concerns Rawls depends, in his view, on certain ,burdens ofjudgement', or obstaclei to agreement when it comes to distinc-
tively moral.questions. some ór the most significant of these look
very much like the claims of Berlinian plura'Íism: for example, the
observation that 'often there are different kinds of normatiie con-
siderations of different force on both sides of an issue and it is dif-
ficult to make an overall assessment,.3z

Notethat.this argument from reasonable disagreement (to some
extent also the argument from diversity) is in 

"rsËr,.u 
a restatement

and extension of Berlin's anti-utopian view Berlin had linked plu-

iåìirÃ r"i,n moral and politicalimperfectibility- which I argued was

.ä.rìrr"", with liberafism withoút singling it out as superior to

;h;";-"topian forms, like conservátism' The argument from

i"uro"uUt" diågreement in effect takes the next,step.by bringing

;;;;";-plicítly the theme of indefeasible conflict that was only

imnlicit in Berlin,s account. It is that theme of reasonable, therefore

Ï"i^ã""",, moral conflict that recommends liberalism against

ä;;;;;iil^. wt 
"tuus 

the conservative resPonse t? t\: conflicts

lo,lerated bv value pluralism is to appeal tothe authority of local

,","dii;; ";'a 
unitaiy conception of 

^the 
good, liberalism.acknow-

iuán"r the further páint thai under plurãlism there will be wide-

,rr:;á 
'ruuro"uUf" 

^ disagreement about the worth of particular
"riJitio"", 

because therð will be widespread reasonable disagree-

Áànt about the merits of rival conceptiõns of the-good. Of course,

iiùá.uf pluralists must also argue thai this reasonable disagreement

ãã", .,åt extend to the .or,."þtiotr of the good underlyìng liberal-

å^lo"ff. But this they can då on the ground stated earlier: that all

oolitical societies múst base their iñstitutions on some general

i;'kiü J!àoar, and that the liberal configuration, altho.ugh not

withou"t cosîs, has a strong claim to being môre capacious than the

alternatives.--- 
i conclude that there are good reasons for Berlinian pluralists to

be-liberals. The pluralist pñnciple of res.pect for universal values

starts us on the road to iiberaiism by dèmonstrating that under

of"rãfit* political regimes and ways of life are not immune to

ã;Ë;;i ¿rïticism, but"can be *iticaily evaluated for good reason'

The principle that we should recognize the implications of value

il;Å;#urability takes us a sta[e further. If significant human

soods are incommensurable, then ñroral and political perfectibility

il"rij b" ."i"i o"t as utopian, and with it ceitain traditional ideo-

logical opponents of liberalism: notably. classical, Marxism and

arärchlsm. Moreover, liberalism is identified as belonging among

tf,"rã pãiltical forms that possess a realistic appreciation of the

i"ã"itJUifity of moral loss ãnd social conflict. More importantly

,tiil tn" plírralist commitment to the promotion of value diversity

;;ã a ,¿rpect for reasonable disagreèment singles out liberalism

as having a strong claim to -beinf the best expression of value-

piuralist þolitics, òínce liberalism ls capable of accommodating a

*id" di.r"ttity of values and ways of life'
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Reformation or Enlightenment?

I have.laid out a pluralist case for liberarism, one that goes beyond
Berlin'sactual arguments but which builds upon themãnd remains
within the spirit-of his general position. supposing that this case is
3c9e¡ted so far, the next questioñ is: what kiirä of liÉeralism will this
be? This is, of course, I yó.y large-issue, and I shall address onry onã
major dimension of it here. (I shall say a little more in the next
chapter.) As framedly william Galston, this is the debate between
'Reformation' and 'Enlightenment' forms of liberalism.3, Reforma-
tion liberalism is based on toleration, and sees the liberal staie
as a_ political container for many different conceptions of the
good,.including some non-liberal or illiberar ones.'Enlightenment,
liberalism takes personal autonomy as its guiding ideal, and sup-
ports a state willing actively to promote charactéristically libeial
conceptions of the good. The key practical point at issue betieen the
two views is.the-appropriate liberal attituâe to non-liberal minority
groups within the liberal state, the Reformation view being more
hands-off and the Enlightenment view more interventionist."

In this debate Galston takes the Reformation side, and in his
recent work he tries to provide this position with a grounding in
Berlinian pluralism. The.strongest oi Galston,s argriments aiéng
these lines is a version of the aigument from diveriiiy.3e From the
pluralist point of view we should varue and promote á diversity of
goods, hence a diversity of conceptions of the good, and for this
goal the best political vehicle is â tolerance-baéed liberalism. By
contrast, the autonomy-based liberalism of Kant and Mill is toô
sectarian, expressing one particular understanding of the human
good to the exclusion of other legitimate beliefs.a' Rãther, the liberal
state should provide 'maximum feasibre accommodation, of all
ways 9f life within the state.al The state should respect the ,expres-
sive liberty' of all its citizens, or their right to leai ,their lives as
they see fit, within a broad range of legitimate variation, in accor-
dance with their own understanãing of lhat gives life meaning and
value'.a2 If that understanding is an"expressly"illiberal one, like that
of a fundamentalist religion, the expressive liberty of the group,s
members should still be respected.at

whether Berlin would agree with Galston is doubtful. In his more
Herderian moods Berlin is inclined to regard whole ways of life as
incommensurable with one another, and'ihus intrinsicaliy valuable
each on its own terms. This strand of Berlin's thought wóuld seem

After Berlin

to favour Galston's Reformation view, with its emphasis on tolera-

tion of group practices even where these are illiberal. On the other

hand, uncriiiCal acceptance of illiberal cultural practices, such as

oariarchy and censorship, seem to be at odds with Berlin's concern

ïor the négative liberty of the individual.aa Moreover, I have argued

that the ðlaim that whole cultures are incommensurable is not

Berlin's best view since it does not fit with his acceptance of a
'horizon'or'core' of universal values and with his notion of empa-

thetic understanding. Rather, the logic of Berlin's position allows,
even requires, that ways of life be oPen to critical comparison and

evaluation, whether favourable or not'
The standards against which cultures can be evaluated under

pluralism include, as shown in the previous section, value diversity.
Tl'tir t.tggutts the basic problem with Galston's position from a plu-
ralist põint of view, namely that pluralist diversity does not justify
a Refórmation-style toleration of groups regardless of their content.

Galston does not go as far as Gray in identifying the incommensu-
rability of values with the incommensurability of political regimes,

but he tends similarly to equate diversity of goods with diversity
of cultures. The problem with this, as I argued in the case of Gray,

is that value diversity is not necessarily promoted by cultural diver-
sity if the cultures concerned are internally monolithic or_uniform.
Plúralist diversity translates into cultural diversity only to the

extent that cultures themselves promote a diversity of goods. When
Galston recommends liberalism as a container for a diversity of con-
ceptions of the good, in effect he endorses the point I made earlier
against Gray: thát if value diversity is to be promoted, then-it should
bé promoted not only among political regimes but within them
tooJs The best world from the point of view of pluralist diversity is
a world of liberal states, because these are internally diverse and
therefore more accommodating than are non-liberal states of dif-
ferent ways of life. But if that is so, then the Enlightenment liberal
can invite Galston to take his own reasoning a step further. If value
diversity should be promoted within political regimes, then it
should be promoted within ways of life or conceptions of the good
too. The bêst world will be one consisting of political regimes that
accommodate many ways of life, but these must themselves be

internally diverse.
Not only does pluralist diversity not support blanket Reforma-

tion toleration of grouPs, it implies a case for Enlightenment pro-
motion of personal autonomy. Pluralist diversity applies within
groups as well as among them. For a group's way of life to be
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internally diverse it must enable its members to be personally
autonomous. That is because an internally diverse way oi life must
be one that allows its members to interpret its géneral values
for themselves in different ways, following paths thðy have chosen
for their own reasons. The mere right to.exif the gI9"þ is obviousiy
n-ot eno_ugh to promote the group,s internal äiveisity, since it
allows divergence to be managed by exclusion rather thän accom-
modation.a' Nor is a more genèral cbmmitm-ent to negative liberty
a.lone enough for internal diversity. As Berlin conceães, negativô
liberty is consistent with 'choices' being empty and valueless, as
in cases where I lack the necessary máterial iesources. Even the
material 'conditions of liberty' in Berlin,s sense are not enough,
since one can possess resources without havi'g any idea of hõw
!g use them in ways other than the conventional. tnis is not to say
!h-at a right of exit, negative liberty more generally, and the mater-
ial conditions of liberty are unimportant; indeed, ihey are essential
to an internally- diverse way of life. But a further neõessary condi-
tion 

-is 
personal autonomy. For people to be able to puréue gen_

uinely divergent goals rather than familiar ones, they must be ãble
to stand back from their society's or their group,s customs and
conventions and subject these to critical scrutiny. That is, an inter-
nally diverse way of life involves the capacity to make one,s own
choices in,a strong sense, and that is the definition of personal
autonomy.az

Galston's concern for pluralist diversity should lead, then, not to
the toleration of multiple ways of life without regard to their
content, but to the promotion of those ways of life which value per-
sonal autonomy. The better expression of pluralism is not Refor-
mation but Enlightenment liberalism. That conclusion is confirmed
by another line of thought, which can be seen as a revivar and devel-
opment of Berlin's argument from choice.as Recall Berlin's failed
attempt-to pass directly from the necessity of choice under plural-
ism to the.valuing of choice under liberaiism. That argumeït can
be restated to avoid the naturalistic fallacy, as folowð. pluralism
imposes hard choices on us. To cope well with those choices, we
need to develop certain dispositionò of character, or virtues. Those
virtues overlap the character traits distinctively promoted by liberal
forms of politics, in particular the exercise of peisonal autonomy. In
?hg.ç lib-eralism promotes the virtues requirèd for coping success-
fully with the exigencies of choosing arnong conflicting in"commen-
surables. The argument avoids the naturalistic fallacly, because it
passes not from necessity to value but from necessity to necessity.

If pluralism is true, we cannot avoid hard choices, and if we are to

coþe well with these hard choices, we need to be autonomous'
i should admit straight away that this argument depends on a

significant assumption. Liberal virtues are necessary to cope well

with choices undèr pluralism if to 'cope well' with such choices

rneans to choose for a good reason. It is only if we are first com-

mitted to rational choice under pluralism that we need the virtues

requisite to practical reasoning. But why should we be committed

to ieason heie? Why not say thai from a pluralist point of view ratio-

nal choice is itself merely one value among others, and that one may

equally cope with pluralist choice by plurnping arbitrarily? Areply
is'suggeståd by Nùssbaum, who argues-that practical.reasoning is
,archiõctonic'ãmong the basic human functions she identifies, in
the sense that it 'orgãniselsl and arrangels] all of the otþ1s, ø1vi1g
them in the procesã a characteristically human shape'.o Similarly,

under pluraiism, practical reason is needed to -organize. 
choices

umongìr,.ommensurable goods. In the absence of practical reason-

ing oõr choices would be arbitrary, incoherent. and perhaps self-

de"feating. Unless we give some thought to how the ends we

endorselt together, weãre in danger of creating lives that, as John
Kekes puts it, 'are too scattered . . .In such lives there are many

values,but between their favorable evaluation and realization come

the distractions of other values whose realization also recedes for
the same reason.'S0 Lives like these are undesirable from a pluralist
point of view because they fail_lo do justice to, or take seriously, the

goods they purport to vaiue. This notion of taking goods seriously
ivas introâüced earlier in connection with diversity, and I shall
return to it in a moment.

My argument is that rational choice under pluralism requires the

u*"róir" õf certain liberal virtues. I shall now consider the steps in
this argument in a little more detail. First, pluralism imposes hard

choiceíupon us. We saw earlier that this is true in two senses: such

choices involve absolute loss, and they must be made without
reliance on any simple monist rule like utilitarianism. secondly, to

cope well with thosô hard choices (i.e. to choose for a good reason),

wË need to develop certain dispositions of character, or virtues. This

claim recalls the Îink made in the last chapter with Aristotelian
practical reasoning. Aristotle's person of practical wis.dom is able

io ,"" what she óught to do in a given situation because she

has developed, through experience of cognate situations, a skill in
practical júdgement. That-skill or virtue,is supported by other
,ri.t,.r"r, u..oidit g to Aristotle, in particular courage, justice and
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temperance. similarly,-a person confronted by a rrard choice amone
incommensurables wilr be assisted in choosíng ',""[;¡h; i;i;.*:
his reflections with certain attitudes of mind wËich *ay ütu*ise uucalled virtues.

What, then, are the,pluralist virtues? Once more I suggest we can
3*.y."t this question by-reflection on the nature of pluiãlism itserf.In this y"/ J propose four candidares. The firrtå ;;;;;;siry oropen-mindedness, *Jri* is croseìy connected to the iäea of tuÉintplural values seriousry. To be a-prúrarist is,.in part, to ackntwledgË
that many goods y$ ways- of'life are objectv"ti, 

""i""Uìe. Con_
sequently, acknowledging the truth of plúralism'co**iir'or-,u torespecting the full range of legitimatu goãdr and good tives, ttrat is,to endorsing those goods and rives p.iäu facie. Tñis aou, .,át *"unthat pluralists must endorse ail such gigds 

""a ii""r "qua[y inevery particular case, since clearly there"is insufficient ,ro.iåi 
space,to do this within the life of an individual or u*r"r., u ,*iãii.r1 nitpluralists should affirm ail such goods and rives;; p"*;rrr'"g rearvalue, even if.they must sometimãs choose against them in concrete

instances. This is what I mean by the pruräist i"d;ti,r;to takegoods seriously. If a good is genuine, then we Áuìi-piomote itwhere we can, and where we caÃnot, we must choose ugui.rriit *itn
regret. The implication is that we should approach pt"iuiiri .noi.u,with a certain attitude, namery_one of resþäct for fhe r"ii.u'ge orhyr3" goods and lives, i'cruäing trrose we cannot accommodate
within our own decisions. This ariounts to a high degreeìf op"n-
mindedness when dealing with the values and curtures of others.
As Michael walzer puts it, 'you have to rook at the worlJin u ,"."p-
tive and generous way to sôe a pluralism of Berlin,s sort,.s2

For the same reason, pluralists shourd upp.oà.n-t},àir choiceswith what Berlin calls.a lrèryu of reariry', u r*îing ro. in",uãi"ort,
gf T.orul and politicar decisions, .onditior,"d in"particurãi Ly *reimplications of incommensurability.s3 This is the'second pluralist
virtue: call it 'realism'. A third virtuä can be labelleã;uit""ti"à""rr,.
Pluralists'. rejection of neat abstract rules, and insistence on theparticularity of moral solutions, should make them attentive to ttrerelevant details of the choice situation, including tnu .iuiÃ, u"¿
circumstances of those peopre affected by the "ioi";.r; fourth
:]i,tï is 'flexibility'. In ihe ãbsence of decisive monist rules, pru-
ralrsts need to be flexible.in taìloring their judgement crosely to thesituation to which they attend

^ 
These pluralist virtues are also characteristicalry liberal virtues.

Generosity towards the range of human goods u",í r"ur ir u iu.og-
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nizable trait of liberalism at its best.ss One sees it, for example, in
Mill's valuing of individuality and social diversity.só Realism in the
face of unavoidable costs and conflicts is a theme which, I have
already argued following Berlin, separates liberals from their more
utopian opponents, including classical Marxists and anarchists.
Attentiveness is represented by the core liberal concern for the fate
of individual human beings, as captured, for example, by Kant's
doctrine of respect for persons.

Above all, pluralist flexibility overlaps the liberal commitment
to personal autonomy. Of the several links between pluralist prac-
tical reasoning and liberalism, this is the most significant, since

personal autonomy is the most distinctive of liberal virtues, at any
iate on the Enlightenment view. To judge flexibly in the light of
value pluralism is to judge for one's own reasons in a strong sense/

that is, autonomously. In part this is because conflicts among incom-
mensurable goods cannot be decided for good reason merely by the
mechanical application of a standard monist rule. If utilitarianism,
for example, represents only one possible ranking of incommensu-
rables, then utilitarian calculation can be no more than one consid-
eration among others in pluralist judgement. The rational pluralist
cannot rely on utilitarianism or any other ready-made monist pro-
cedure to resolve deep moral conflicts, but must go behind such
perspectives to weigh the values they embody for herself'

Nor can pluralists answer such questions merely by appealing
to the authority of local tradition. Traditionalism is especially
unhelpful in modern societies characterized by widespread dis-
agreement about conceptions of the good. But on the pluralist view
the problem is not merely an aspect of modernity; it is rooted in
the moral experience of humanity. For pluralists, reasonable dis-
agreement concerning the good life is a Permanent possibility in
all human societies because of the deep structure of human values'
Tïaditional and other conceptions of the good life represent, as

I suggested above, generalized rankings of incommensurable
values. Atthough I have argued that pluralists should not accept
that all such conceptions are automatically on a moral Par/ never-
theless the wide range of genuine human goods implies a wide
range of legitimate permutations of those goods, that is, of reason-
able rankings. Concerning these, there is consequently room for
people to disagree on reasonable grounds. Pluralists cannot resolve
the deepest value conflicts simply by citing a local or personal con-
ception of the good, because under pluralism these are subject to
reasonable disagreement.

166
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Reasonable.disagreement about the good is experienced both
?Torg cultural groups or belief systerns and alsô within them.
Moreover, individuals can experience the centrifugal pull of incom-
mensurable goods not only interpersonally, but also-within them-
selves. Berlin's own inner conflicts, surely among the deepest
sources of his pluralism, are a case in point. Here toðthere is a iink
between_pluralism and personal autonomy. For where tl-re nature of
the good life is subject to reasonable disagreement, conceptions of
the good cannot be permanent bases for decision, but ^must 

be
subject to revision themselves. That kind of decision is possible only
through the exercise of personal autonomy.

In short, value pluralism imposes on us choices that are demand-
ing to a degree such that they can be made well only by autonomous
agents-. If pluralism is true, then the best lives, thosé informed by
critical choices among the available options, will be characterizeá
þy p".ro.ral autonomy. This is not at âu to say that heteronomous
lives are without value. such lives may exhibit many other goods
that should be taken seriously from a pluralist poiní of view, and
must be valued accordingly. Indeed, such lives may well be better
than autonomous lives in certain respects. But, if my argument is
correct, lives such as these cannot be among the-besI possible
overalf since they lack the key capacity for goód decisionïaking
in the face of inevitable value conflict. 

-

If that is true, then pluralism implies a case not only for liberal-
ism, but specifically for Enlightenment liberalism, undêr which the
prlfotlgn of personal autonomy is a legitimate goal of public
policy. This conclusion follows, given the þlausible-claim that the
conditions for personal autonomy, both cultural and economic, are
unlikely to be sustained, at least for many peopre, in the absence of
sorne significant-degree of deliberate staie intérvention. I say more
to support this claim in the final chapter.

. Note that-although-this sequence rèvives Berlin's argument from
choice, it also transforms tñat argument significu.,ily. wher"u,
Berlin had linked pluralist choice with liberfln its negative form
(freedom of choice), my reformulation endorsés purro.,uiur.rtonomy,
which-belongs to the positive category. This supports the view can-
vassed in chapter_4, that Berlin's ,TVvo Concepij of Liberty, should
be more alive to the central place of positive freedom, in the form
of personal autonomy, in the liberal outlook. Again, the reassertion
of liberal pluralism builds on Berlin's views, bút also goes beyond
them.

. My pro-Enlightenment conclusion may seem surprising bearing
in mind Berlin's pluralist starting point. The basic'clairn"of valué

pluralism is that witl-rin the human repertoire there are many clis-

iinctly legitimate goods, and that none of these is always over-
riding. Does Enlightenment liberalism not collide with pluralism by
according a universal privilege to a single good, namely, personal

autonomy? Enlightenment liberals could reply that they do not
demand that autonomy be privileged in every context. The plural-
isÞEnlightenment view does not deny the possibility of cases, in
both private and public life, where personal autonomy appropri-
ately yields to rival considerations such as urgency or security or
the demands of personal relationships. The point is that these and
other moral deòisions are unavoidably made within a political
framework informed by some general ranking of values. Berlinian
pluralists can do no more than insist that this ranking should as far
ãs possible answer to fundamental pluralist concerns. Among these

are concerns for value diversity and reasonable disagreement,
which argue for a politics capable of accommodating many goods
and wayð of life. Thus far, pluralism might seem to suggest a 'lib-
eralism of toleration'. But these same pluralist principles of diver-
sity and reasonable disagreement require that the ways of life in
question be themselves internally diverse. Ways of life are internally-
diverse when they allow their members to follow different paths of
their own choosing, and that involves acknowledging personal
autonomy as a significant value. This line is reinforced by the
further pluralist insight that personal autonomy is required for
coping with the exigency of choices among incommensurables. In
the enã, pluralism points beyond toleration to the stronger, Enlight-
enment fbrm of liberalism. Within such a framework there will be

a great diversity of goods, among which personal autonomy will be

piominent but not always overriding. There will also be a great
ãiversity of ways of life, but they will have in common a respect for
personal autonomy.

Summary

Berlin's liberal reading of the political implications of pluralism has

been strongly challenged in recent years, in particular by the influ-
ential anti-liberal interpretations offered by Gray' But these are
vulnerable to several lines of reply, and the replies suggest ways of
reviving and extending the pluralist case for liberal universalism
consistent with Berlin's intentions. As to what kind of liberalism this
will be, there is divergence between a Reformation view which
emphasizes negative liberty and toleration and an Enlightenment
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i

In this final chapter I assess Berlin's place within the liberal tradi-
tion, and his significance as a moral and political thinker. overall.

I begin by arguing that he stands for a distinctively 'realisf form

of ü]beralísm,"the ãmbitions of which have been tempered by the

failure, indeed incoherence, of Enlightenment utopianism and by
the experience of twentieth-centurylotalitarianism. This raises the

question, however, of whether Berlin's message is-purely negative

in character, a warning to liberals and others to abandon utopian

hopes, or whether he ñas any positive programme.to offer beyond

thé warning. Here I examine Berlin's position as it relates to two
fields of puitic policy: social justice and cultural rights. In the case

of social justice I arg.re that Berlin says- less than he- ogght to, but
that his þluralism ãould provide the basis for a defence of the

welfare réditttibntion he in fact favours. when it comes to the politi-
cal status of cultures, Berlin tends to support states in which politi
cal recognition is afforded only to a single national culture, but his

own deãper principles suggesi a position closêr to a form of multi-
culturaüåm *ittri" liberafümits. Finally, I address the question of
how Berlin's thought should be evaluated all things considered,

answering that helill continue, deservedly, to-be influential. The

weaknessäs in his thought are counterbalanced by the dePth of his

analysis of totalitarianlsm, the originality of .his. 
formülation of

valuä pluralism and its implications, and the vitality of his unique

empathetic method of inquirY.
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Berlin's realism

what kind of liberal is Isaiah Berlin? I have already given some

lnsy:tr P tlil question. Despite his sympathy wlth historicist
thinking, Berlin's liberal convictions are fundamentally universalist
rather-than 'agonistic'.(to use John Gray,s term), t¡ onlV locally
valid. He urges- the validity of human rights, including the secur-
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human life. This strand of liberal thought extends from Locke's
defence of toleration and natural rights against religious bigotry
and political absolutism, to the 'liberalism of fear' formulated by

Judith Shklar.a
Looked at in these terms, Berlin clearly belongs more on the side

of the pessimists, or realists. Antlutopianism is a constant in his

work, as illustrated by his frequent references to tl're limits placed

on perfectibilist ambitions by 'the crooked timber of humanity'. For

Berlin this is an insight that applies as much to the ambitions of
liberals as to the hopes of Marxists. I have frequently mentioned
Berlin's injunction to beware of all abstract ideals and projections,
and to maintain a check on the real human costs of policies. This
emerges strongly, for example, in his discussions of the Russian
thinkèrs of the nineteenth century, especially in his defence of
Herzen's 'sense of reality' and Turgenev's unglamorous gradualism
in the face of the revolutionary enthusiasms of the next generation
of young radicals. Similarly, in 'Political Ideas in the Twentieth
Century' Berlin enters a plea for a tempering of the 'Messianic
ardour' of the age, going so far as to quote 'the wicked Talleyrand's
"Surtout, Messièurs, point de zèle"' (L, 92).5 In these cases it is
usually the social engineering of socialists and social democrats that
Berlin has in mind when he calls for moderation, but he makes the
same point in relation to liberal policies too. As he argues in'Two
Concepts of Liberty', even the demand for negative liberty can be
overstated and turned into a destructive obsession, as by the nine-
teenth-century worshippers of laissez-t'aire (L, 37-B). The sense of
reality should qualify liberalism too.

Another occasion for the realist theme is Berlin's essay on J. S.

Mill. Like the essay on Turgenev this is one of the most revealing
on the nature of Berlin's liberalism in general. In |ohn Gray's inter-
pretation, Berlin's liberalism is presented as 'starkly' different from
Mill's.ó Gray sees Mill as very much a spokesman for the Enlight-
enment project, a thinker for whom every moral question has a
correct answer given by a ready formula - the kind of monist and
utopian view which Berlin's value pluralism opposes. But Berlin's
view of Mill is actually more nuanced, indeed displaying
a strong ambivalence which is highly instructive concerning the
tensions in Berlin's own outlook.T

Berlin begins by rejecting the stock picture of Mill as a high-
minded prig, a'Victorian schoolmaster' (L,247). }l4ill's Autobiogra-
phy, Berlin argues, gives us another picture: that of a generous/
warm-hearted thinker who as a young man rebelled against the

ing of a,minimal area of negative liberty for the individual, as a con_
dition for any truly satisfactory human life (L, S2-3, 1.71.4, 2,11, 277;
cona.,114). Moreover, I have argued that Berlin's liberal universal-
ism is consistent with his value pluralism, and even required by it.
Pluralism is not relativism; it implies a set of principlei wl.rich cut
across cultural boundaries and which justify liberal-institutions in
cross-cultural terms. I have also argued that in the debate between
Reformation and Enlightenment liberals, although Berlin's declared
preference for negative liberty seems to draw him towards the
former camp, the logic of his deepest commitments, including
his commitment to pluralism, actuálly points towards the lattei
autonomy-based version. on the issue of classical or laissez-faire
versus social or welfare state liberalism, Berlin's attraction to nega-
tive liberty does not commit him to the politics of the minimal state.
on-the contrary, he explicitly states his allegiance to redistribution
in the name of both freedom and justice. I shãll return to this aspect
of Berlin in the next section

.Another possible divi-s-ion among liberal thinkers is between opti-
mists and pessìmists. All liberals believe that human beings are at
least in some degree susceptible to reasoned argument anã educa-
tion, and that by these means human affairs cañ be improved. But
some liberals are distinctly more hopeful tl'ran others about the
extent to which, and the speed with which, this goal might be
reached or approached. For some, liberalism is the inheritoiof an
Enlightenment project that envisages, as Gray puts it, ,universal
convergence on a cosmopolitan and rationalist civilization'.l The
hjstorical champions of this view include some of the French Ency-
clopedists and their successors, the most spectacular examprôs
being Condorcet and William Godwin.2In the ôontempora.y world,
the most prominent representative of this more ambjtious liberal-
i*-tr probably Francis Fukuyama.3 By contrast, the ress optimistic
kind of liberal sees the tradition not as a triumphant paraåe but as
a holding action, in which a thin but more or lèss disiinct political
line is maintained between desirable and undesirable forms of

i
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scientistic and coìdly rational utilitarianism of his father, James Mill,
and Jeremy Bentham. J. S. Mill sought to humanize Benthamite util_
itarianism by reconciling it with the attention to character and the
inner life of the emotions that he found in the romantic philoso_
phers and poets. Above all, Berlin asserts, Mill's guiding values are
'diversity, versatility, fullness of life'; his hatreds are 'narrowness,
uniformity, the crippling effect of persecution, the crushing of indi_
viduals by the weight of authority or of custom or of public opinion,
(L,22L). He is, as a consequence, 'the greatest champion' oftolera-
tion, of the individual and of minorities and dissenters, the enemy
of 'the grey, conformist congregation that worships the wickeá
principle that "it is the absolute social right of every individual
that every other individual shall act in every respect exactly as he
ought"' (L, 21,8, 224, 244). The parallels with Berlin himself are
immediately obvious.

Berlin has reservations, however. Mill's championing of individ-
ual liberty is magnificent, but his arguments are weak and uncon-
vincing. ln part this is because Mill has not wholly emancipated
himself from his father's Benthamism. For example, Mill tries to
preserve the utilitarian doctrine that 'happiness' is the sole end of
human morality, while at the same time acknowledging that human
wants and satisfactions are diverse. The result, Berlin argues, is
an unconvincing compromise, its inadequacy revealed when Mill
confesses that utility is 'much too complex and indefinite an end to
be sought except through the medium of various secondary ends,
(L,226). The'secondary'ends, Berlin argues, are in fact'the many
diverse (and, perhaps, not always compatible) ends which men in
faci pursue for their own sake' (L,226).Inside the monism imposed
by Mill's utilitarian education there is a suppressed sense of plu-
ralism struggling to get out.

The utilitarian shell is also responsible, Berlin believes, for Mill's
failure as a prophet. The 'outdated psychology' of rational hedonism
- according to which human beings are assumed always to want the
most efficient means to 'happiness', understood as pleasure - pre-
vents him from grasping, as Marx, Freud and others were to do, 'the
strength of irrational and unconscious factors in human behaviour'
(L,2L9,227-8). Behind the narrow psychology lies, once again, the
scientism of the Enlightenment, the belief that human conduct can
be reduced to a set of laws. This was the dream shared by Bentham
and James Mill, the latter described by Berlin as 'the last of the great
raisonneurs of the eighteenth century' (L, 21,9). The dream was first
systematized in its utilitarian form by Helvétius, one of Berlin's 'six

I
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enemies of human liberty'. In the hands of Mill, utilitarianism is not
so much dangerous as myopic. Its underlying scientistic faith, still
flourishing in Mill's day, was destined to be shattered in the twenti-
eth century, which saw the rise of extreme nationalism and of the
secular religion of world communism. Berlin's liberalism does
depart from Mill's to this extent: while Mill remains confident of the
potential of reason alone to bring about moral and political improve-
ment, Berlin's is a vision chastened by totalitarianism and world
war. Liberalism, for Berlin, no longer rides a wave of progress; it
holds the line between civilization and barbarism.

Yet Berlin does not see Mill as a simple optimist. Although Mill
is no prophet, he sees clearly the deficiencies of his own society:
stifling conformity, a lack of education among the mass of the
population, economic exploitation and sexual discrimination.
Against this backdrop the promise of the coming age of democracy
is ambiguous. It is to mitigate the worst effects of a misguided
democracy that Mill formulates the great principle of the essay On
Liberty: that individual liberty should be restricted only in order to
prevent people harming others. This is, after all, a defensive line in
keeping more with the liberalism of fear than that of perfectibility.
Improvement along rational lines is possible, Mill believes, but it
can only be gradual, not revolutionary. Moreover, Berlin detects
traces in Mill, as already mentioned, of an embryonic value plural-
ism, and so of a sense that there can be no 'final answer' to moral
and political questions, even in principle.

Between Mill's realistic, diversity-loving side and his scientistic
utilitarian inheritance, Berlin finds a powerful and unresolved
tension. Like Tolstoy, Mill strains to uphold a monist system which
his deeper instincts and experience deny, and which his intellectual
honesty leads him continually to qualify and subvert. Mill, like
Tolstoy, is a fox in hedgehog's clothing, At another level the conflict
in Mill is between the Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment
components of his thought, the former supplied by Bentham and
his father, the latter by Coleridge and the romantics (L, 219,248).
But the clash between Enlightenment and Counter-Enlightenment,
and between monism and pluralism, is present not only in Mill
but in Berlin too, and indeed in the liberal tradition and modern
thought more generally. Berlin, too, feels the pull of the Enlighten-
ment ideals of individual liberty and objective inquiry in one direc-
tion, and of the Counter-Enlightenrnent's unchosen identifications
and 'inside view' in the other. Moreover, we are all now, he reminds
us, 'children of both worlds' (RR, 141).
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The message for liberalism is that while the freedom and ratio_
nal improvement advocated by Mill are indeed desirable and pos-
sible to a degree, liberal expectations should be moderate. We-live
in a world which is- neither wholly governed (or governable) by
reason, nor morally harmonious or unitary, even in potential. Thís
is not to say that we should abandon reason: Berlin is still 'a liberal
rationalist' (Cona.,70). But we should admit that the force of reason
has its limits. Irrational and unconscious drives may frustrate the
best of arguments, and even if our ideals were realized they would
come into frequent conflict. In such a world a liberal order is the
best we can hope for, and this must be realistic. It must give
maximum play to a diversity of goods and ways of life,
accepting and managing the friction and frustration that di
maximum play to a diversity of goods and ways of life, while

brings. Moral and political perfection is not merely hard to achieveDrlngs. lvloral anq Po[tlcar Perrectron rS not merely narcl tO achreve
but conceptually incoherent, and that is as true of liberal visions of
perfection as of any other.

Social justice

Berlin alerts liberals to the danger of their own species of utopi-
anism, urging realism and moderation. But does he contribute any-
thing of value to the liberal tradition beyond this? The following
criticism is offered by Christopher Hitchens:

Berlin supplied many admonitions that were strictly in the negative,
most of them warning liberals against the hazard and the fallacy of
monism. But who can remember anything he suggested about what
liberalism, or liberals, might actually accornplish? Rawls, Dworkir'¡
and Galbraith have all laid out avenues of political meliorism.
Berlin's design omits these spacious features.s

Is it true that Berlin lacks a positive political programme, and if so,
does it matter? I suggest that this claim is true to a significant
degree, and that it does matter. Berlin's comparative neglect of
public policy questions is a real weakness in his position overall.
But I also suggest that what Berlin does tell us is rich in policy-
guiding implications. Those implications are not drawn out by
Berlin himsell but principles and arguments capable of guiding the
policy of liberal states can and should be derived from his position
none the less. I shall discuss this contention in relation to two impor-
tant fields of policy: social justice and the political status of cultures.

I
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On the subject of social justice I showed in chapter 4 that
although Berlin's preference for negative as against positive liberty
lras led some readers to see him as a defender of classical or Inissez-

faire liberalism, this is a mistake. He does insist on a rather narrow
distinction between negative liberty and the conditions for (or value
o0 its exercise. On this view a person could, strictly speaking, be
negatively free even if poverty prevents her from using that
freedom and so diminishes its value for her. This kind of position
has been used by laissezJaire writers, such as Hayek and Nozick, to
argue against the legitimacy of state relief of poverty.e But I also
argued that although Berlin accepts the narrowly negative view of
liberty here, he does not, and need not, accept the laissezJøire policy
argument so often built upon it. For Berlin,liberals may reasonably
believe that the conditions of liberty are as important as liberty
itsell and they may hold that the state should act positively to
secure them. Thus 'the case for social legislation or planning, for the
Welfare State and socialism, can be constructed with as much valid-
ity from consideration of the claims of negative liberty as from those
of its positive brother' (L,38-9). Alternatively, the goal of welfare
state intervention could be conceived neither as liberty nor its pre-
conditions, but as tl"re separate good of 'equality or fairness or
justice', yielding the same recommendation for government action
(L,172).

Berlin is indeed quite explicit in his rejection oÍ laissez-faire and
his support for 'social' or 'egalitarian' liberalism, the liberalism of
welfare redistribution. To this end he compares the løissez-faire
obsession with negative liberty - 'the bloodstained story of eco-
nomic individualism and unrestrained capitalist competition' -
with other tyrannical expressions of moral monism, and declares
that'the case for intervention by the State and other effective agen-
cies, to secure conditions for both positive, and at least a degree of
negative, liberty for individuals, is overwhelmingly strong' (L,38).
He frequently voices support for Roosevelt's New Deal, which he
describes as a 'great liberal enterprise', and 'certainly the most con-
structive compromise between individual liberty and economic
security which our own time has witnessed' (L,84).Ignatieff reports
that Berlin voted for Attlee's Labour Government in 1945 (although
he transferred his vote to the Liberals in 1950), and describes him
as 'in convictions . . . a liberal social democrat' (Life, 196,'197).

Beyond these general expressions of allegiance to social justice,
Itowever, Berlin never develops this side of his thought. Apart from
his brief comments about the conditions for negative liberty, he
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offers no defence of the welfare state. Nor does he show much inter-
est in the defences offered by others. For example, he seems to have
paid little attention to the ground-breaking work of John Rawls,
wlrose ATheory of lustice (1,971,) has for many years set the agenda
not only for the discussion of distributive justice, but also for the
defence of liberalism more generally. In an interview published in
1998, Berlin expressed respect for Rawls but also scepticism about
Rawls's method of deriving principles of justice from a hypotheti-
cal 'original position' of impartiality (Sal., 30). Justice, Berlin
observes, is only one 'ultimate value' among others, which also
have their claims; moreover, Rawls pays insufficient attention to the
influence of irrational impulses' (SaI., 30). Similarly, Berlin never
engaged in public with the influential work of Ronald Dworkin,
even though Dworkin was an Oxford colleague and personal friend
wlro contributed to three Berlin Festschriften As for the earlier social
liberals, Berlin says that he 'was not deeply impressed' by either
T. H. Green or L. T. Hobhouse (Sal., 20). Green features in 'Two
Concepts' chiefly as a 'well-meaning' liberal whose positive
conception of liberty unwittingly supplies grist to the mills of
despotism (L, 41,-2n.).

Why this comparative neglect of liberal theories of social justice?
Berlin's justifications are not persuasive. One is that he finds hostile
critics more exciting intellectually than allies. 'You see, it's the
enemy who interests me, brilliant opponents who so to speak put
their swords, their rapiers into one and find the weak spot' (Sø1.,

20). Again, 'I am interested in the views of the opposition because
I think that understanding it can sharpen one's own vision . . .I am
more interested in critical attacks which lead to knowledge than
simply in repeating and defending the commonplaces of and about
the Enlightenment' (Cona.,70). The brilliant opponent can test one's
beliefs as the ally cannot. But then, why is Berlin not interested in
the brilliant enemies of the welfare state, for example his contem-
porary Hayek?ro

His answer might be that in his day the welfare state looked
secure and the views of thinkers like Hayek had little influence. In
the Introduction to Four Essays on Liberty (1969), he writes, 'l had
supposed that enough had been said by almost every serious
modern writer concerned with this subject about tl're fate of per-
sonal liberty during the reign of unfettered economic individual-
ism,' and concludes that'liberal ultra-individualism could scarcely
be said to be a rising force at present' (L,38,39). But although this
explains his priorities in the 1950s and 1960s, it does not account for

Li
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his public silence on issues of justice in the 1970s when the welfare
state came under serious and sustained attack. It is true that by this
time Berlin had retired from most of his academic duties, but he
remained a public figure and was still writing. Moreover, there is
evidence that right up to his death in 1,997 he was privately dis-
mayed by the effects in Britain of Margaret Thatcher's free market
revolution.ll

More important still, Berlin's own principles, in particular his
value pluralism, point to the need for closer attention to the defence
of the welfare state than he actually provides. The force of some
objections to the social liberal or social-democratic state is acknowl-
edged by Berlin himself. Having voted for Labour in 1945, he came
to detest Attlee's Government as promoting a morally narrow, lev-
elling uniformity, painting 'a miserable grey on grey' (Lit'e,1.97).ln
1949 in 'Political ldeas in the Twentieth Century' he worries that the
same technocratic approach that has turned the Soviet Union into
a nightmare is active on a lesser scale in the Western welfare state
too. The technocracy of both worlds rests on the assumption that
only the means of public policy are in question, because the ends
are already settled. A deeper assumption still is the monist faith that
those ends are ultimately reconcilable in a single system. Berlin sug-
gests that there is a tendency among social democrats, almost as
much as among Communists, to suppose that all goods can be real-
ized togetheç that moral conflicts can be flattened out, hard choices
avoided.

The same theme of the hard choices involved in schemes of social
justice is central to 'Two Concepts'. T. H. Green is described there as
'exceptionally enlightened', 'mild and humane', a 'genuine liberal'
who rightly denounced 'the monstrous assumption' that working
people in an unregulated labour market were '(in any sense that
mattered to them) free agents in negotiating with employers' (L,
41n., 53, 180n., 196). But Green's attempt to capture all his social
goals within a single redefined notion of freedom is misguided.
His positive conception of liberty, in which to be truly free is neces-
sarily 'to make the best of ourselves', contains 'the fatal ambiguity'
that confuses liberty with morally right action (L,41-2n).In general,
seekers after social justice who are also lovers of liberty are tempted
to run these two together as if they are identical or one necessarily
leads to the other (L, 772-3). Hence Berlin's plea that liberty must
be kept distinct from that which it is not. If liberty is to be traded off
for the sake of justice, as sometimes it should be, we should be clear
that that is wl'rat is happening, and not try to suppose that more
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justice necessarily means more riberty. we must .ot try to hide fror¡ourselves the reality of harcl choices.'
Now, if the welfare state inevitabry i'vorves us in hard choicesamong fundamentar values rike liberív 

-a.d justice, then that raisesthe questio" of *r]:l choices ar.e.¡usúriea. 'ci"""'ri"ìiì.,)s'uiu* 
orthe plurality and incommensurabiiity of such values, whv shouldwe accepr the particurar sorutions o. írade-offs .;;;;;;;riises rhatare characreristic of the werfare srate? wrry-ãg.L", i"i 

"råäpr", ,"trade off the liberty of taxpayers in return foigreater Àq.rãrity ro.welfare recipients? For freelmartet ttrinte* iik""H;rk iìäivo"i.t,no such trade-off is regitimate. why are these thír,tãrr-*ro.,g, irthey are? Given trre chiilenge to moiallustification tnut [*", rro*his own notion of prurarisrñ, Berrin cårinot simply take the werfarestate for granted, ás he tends to do.
Berlin does .ot rustify his welfare state commitments in trre faceof pluralism, but tírat däes not t";"; h; courd not. He courd do soby arguing along the lines sketchJin Hr¡ rigt 

"n"p*;. iË I sug-gested that reflection on the nature oi Berrinian pluralism yierdsprinciples which, even. if they cannor resolve 
"rÄ;t h;;; choiceamong incommensurables, at least point to a liberar ólitilJ frame_work for such choices. Further; r ,r'!""à that the nna or liberarismin play here is Iikery.to take a rirong"'tr-rtightenment, form in whichthe state is entitted ro.promote puiro*rä"4;";t ;;;^;;."rru.ycomponent of the besr.ways of iife under pr".uürí". viy'fàporurnow is that trre same prurárist line of argument can be marshalledto construct a Berlinian case for welfare-redistribution-

Tlre case goes roughry as foilows.'i Ir", a 
-raissezJaire society, asociety, which rejects iedistribution, trre market wil be dominantnot onþ as a mechanism of cristribution and governu*u'urrt urroculturally, that is, as a source and arbiter of varues. The varues ofthe market - i.dividuar choice, r.""aå* of contrart,-rurr-äiu.,"",

efficiency - will become the centrar uul""r of the society. From thepoint of view of Berlinian.prurarism trrr, *id^n-^* ,Tiio,rr".orrr,since the dominance of market values wiil excluae or siderine othergoods. of course, no society can realize ail human"""ü"r^ïi""ily,
some will inevitabry be emphasized, at the expense of others. Butcompared to the situation ,rnde. redistributior,, tr-," .u"g" åi'gooa,emphasized by laissezJaire is-likely tobe rnarriy r.,u..ori.- 

"' .
Tlre relative narrowness of laisíez-t'aii 

"urrbé 
argued on each ofthe liberat-pturarist principres air."rå"á i,r trre rasiih;il;; iiirr"r-sality, realism, divérsity,^reasonable ãrugr""*ent and personalautonomy' First, the goods excruded or marginal izedby rnrssez-faire
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will arguably include some very basic values that pluralists would
regard as universal, such as the need for adequate food, housing
and medical care, even the enjoyment of satisfying personal and
social relations other than those created by contract.

Secondly, in a market culture the temptation is to regard all
goods as commodities, commensurated by money, and to see

irade-offs as neatly resolvable by cost-benefit analysis. But this
way of seeing things and of making decisions violaies the plura-
list insistence on the incommensurability of goods. It does so
because to acknowledge incommensurability is to accept a com-
mitment to realism concerning the absolute and sometimes tragic
nature of the losses that result from value conflict. That reality is
papered over by cost-benefit calculations, which give the illusion
of seamless net gain, but do so only by commensurating the
incommensurable.l3

Thirdly, the culture of the market may collide with the pluralist
commitment to promoting a diversity of values. True, the market is
clearly a force for diversity through its championing of individual
choice. But while laissez-faire generates more diversity than a
command economy, it should again be compared with a more bal-
anced system. Choice is an especially important value for plural-
ists, but there are other significant goods which the market is likely
to push to the margins and which would have to be restored by
state intervention. These include, most specifically, 'public goods',
or facilities and services not well provided by market mechanisms,
but also more general ideals such as equality in its various senses/
and social solidarity or the related sense of 'belonging' stressed by
Berlin. On this point liberal pluralists should be prepared to learn
from the insights of the socialist, communitarian and republican tra-
ditions of political thought.

Fourthly, whole ways of life which emphasize non-market goods
and virtues will find themselves under pressure from laissezJaire.
The result will be a decline in opportunities to express reasonable
disagreement concerning the good life. Finally, the culture of laissez-

faire will be an unreliable environment for the personal autonomy
required for pluralist choice. The exercise of personal autonomy
requires economic resources. Even the acquisition of autonomy Pre-
supposes the resources necessary to provide an education. Since the
rewards of the market, left to itself, are so unevenly distributed, a
laissez-faire society is likely to be one in which only some people,
not all, are genuinely autonomous or in a position to benefit from
their autonomy.

U
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In short, a society..which rejects redistribution and relies on the
market alone to distribute its goods will be-objectionable from a plu_
ralist point of view. The basicproblem is thai such a society wiil be
ralrct Polnt o.
lopsided, em
¡q'ùr yu'r. ur vrsw. rrre uaslc proDlem rs tnat sucn a socrety will be
lopsided, emphasizing_the goòds and virtues of the markêt at the
expense of all others. Consequently, the more desirable societv is

Berlin's second main account of the value of culture is that mem-

u"iJip'"r-a flourishing culture answers to the human need for

;;i;ái"g This goes bãck to his pgr-so¡al identification with the

IewishexperienceofdiasporaandwithZionism.Asenseofbelong-
ä;ïi;;ãü^;;h;me in vour surroundingl.lmong people who

understand you, is tor Berliá a basic good for all human beings. This

;;î;il;ilir,g'l,rtt'rut looks muJh more likely- than.the notion

of cultural ir",.o**"nr"*uility to be reconcilable with a liberal

outlook. If cultures were incommensurable' then each must be

iuãgua only on its own terms, which may be illiberal' But if cultures

äräîár"uuí" only so far as they promote hrr*an belonging, then that

;;y;ñJ" g.ó,rnJ;"o1oníy',fo, affirming the worth ofsome cul-

i,rrár'U"t also for criticizinf those aggressive. cultures tlrat are

àãJr.tirr" of others, hence d"estructiveã other forms of belonging

conceived as a universal good'--Ho-"rru.,therearestill"problems'First'evenifbelongingiqaunt-

u"rruf gooá, or, g".iinit þluralist view it is only one. such good

amonq others. WnJfrappens when belonging comes.into conflict

iiñ;'?";";;;pi", i"aiì'iaual libertv? Are we then faced with a

¿h;¿" between'being either liberals ór partisans of culture, but not

uãir",i rni, is a variät of the question raised in chapter 5, as yet

unanswered, concerning the apþarent conflict between the compo-

,,".,i "uf""t 
of liberãi riationaìism: again liberty u"-d belonging' I

,nuü ."t,rt" to this shortly' A second problem is that belonging may

üe insecure if it is *uruíy cultural, ihat is' if one's culture. is not

;iläJ p.iiti.a¡y, whe"ther by a state or by someother institution

dedicated to preserving cultuíal autonomy littrin î,.:lÎj:: 
D""t

Ë;¡ilt-t"Ppért foi .,rti,"" i*ply su.pport Ïor the politicþation of

.,riirr", inihe form either of nåti'onaúim or multiculturalism?

Berlin's resPonse t"iftit second problem is ambivalent' especially

in his discussions of nationalism' There is no doubt that he sees

national identity u, o,t" of the most import1"l folT: of 
^cultural

iããr,tifi.ution, ií not the most important' But should nations also

be states? Recall that Berlin writes approvingly of what he calls

Herder's 'cultural nationalism', or supþort foi ihe preservation of

national identity i" u 
"o"-polliical 

wàif in contrast wÌth 'Political

nationalism' and its ã.^"tia for statehôo d' (TCE' 179-83; TCN' 19)'

He seems to be attraciàa to Herder's idea tl'rat the state is a dead

handonculture,boththecultureitismeanttoprotectandthatof
other states, to*urát which it tends to behavè Sggressively' 

Y"t-

Berli. also insists tnul tnu ,full-blown' political nationalism of

thenineteenthandtwentiethcenturiesshouldbeacceptedasa

ty is
one that restores a balance betweenmarket and non-market goóds,
and such a society will be broadly redistributive rather thaniaissez_
f(re. 1f"I!nul question is precisely what form pruralist redistribu-
tion should take, whether the traditional New Deal or welfare state
TggTgd by Berlin, or a 'new social democracy, modified alonj
'Third Way' or other lines; but that is an issue I Íeave open.ra

The claims of culture

Another policy area of great contemporary concern is that of
the legitimate clajms of 'c-u-ltures' as opposed to individual persons
or states. How far should cultures be respected and preäerved?
In particular, to what extent should liberâl democracies tolerate
or otherwise accommodate within the polity cultural minorities
yho-se practices and values are illiberal, fôr exámple those based on
fundamentalist religions? By contrast with his cómparative silence
on matters of social justice, Berlin has a good deäl to say about
culture, as will be apparent already. The þrobrem here is that of
extracting_ from his various comments a còherent and persuasive
position. I shall argue that Berlin's actual remarks on cúlture tend
on the whole to favour monocultural nation-states as an ideal, but
that.the underlying logic of his comments suggests a policy of mul-
ticulturalism, or state support for cultural minórities,'within liberal
limits.

In general, Berlin believes that human cultures are valuable and
that cultural diversity is desirable. He gives two main reasons. First,
he sometimes says that cultures are inãommensurable, so that each
stakes a set of moral claims that cannot be compared with those of
other cultures ranked against them. This is the view he claims to
find in Vico and Herder; but I have argued that it is not his best
view. It amounts to cultural relativism, and so conflicts with his
commitment to human rights and liberalism, and it is incompatible
with his notion of moral universars and cross-cultural empäthetic
understanding. on the whole, despite those interpretatións that
have seized on the relativist aspect óf Berlin, he should not be read
as endorsing the claims of cultures uncritically.rs

L __-
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continuing reality which liberals should not expect to transcend.
More than this, he sometimes hints that some moderate forms of
political nationalism are positively desirable, even from a liberal
point of view. In 'Two Concepts', for example, he expresses sym-
patl.y with those who passfrom the notion of individual autonomy
to the ideal of collective self-determination, even though these ideai
should be kept conceptually distinct both from one another and
from negative liberty (L,208-1,2). This pro-nationalist line has been
taken up by recent theorists like lgnatieff, Tamir and David Miller,
who argue that the political expression of national identity is a ne-
cessary condition for a stable and workable liberal democracy.r6

On the whole, despite his approval of Herder, Berlin pro-bably
believes that in the real world national cultures have to be protecteã
politically. The Herderian vision of multiple nations simply co-
existing peacefully without such protection is in all likelihood no
more than an ideal for Berlin, rather than a realistic goal of policy.
National cultures generally need their own states to secure them.
When it comes to the claims of cultural minorities within nation-
states, however, Berlin is much less inclined to concede a case for
political status. Questioned about the multicultural movement in
American academia, he replies with distaste:

Yes, I know. Black studies, Puerto Rican studies, and the rest. I
suppose this too is a bent-twig revolt of minorities which feel at a
disadvantage in the context of American polyethnicity. But I believe
that the common culture which all societies deeply need can only be
disrupted by more than a moderate degree of self-assertion on the
part of ethnic or other minorities conscious of a common identity.
(TCN,21)

The limitation of 'a moderate degree of self-assertion' seems in-
tended to rule out much of what is now included under the heading
of multiculturalism: public recognition of, and support for, cultural
minorities, through policies ranging from legal exemptions through
affirmative action measures in their various forms, to devices of
political representation and self-government.

Berlin holds the same view even with regard to those cultural
minorities with whorn he could be expected to have most sympa-
thy, namely Jewish minorities.

There are still to be met among us the pathetic descendants of the old
Bundists and Yiddishists, the modern advocates of 'galut national-
ism', which is based on the notion of modern nations as a motley
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amalgam of highly diverse and quasi-autonomous communities,
in which Yiddish-speaking Jewish groups/ living lives full of pic-
turesque native colour, with folk-song and ancient crafts, and quaint
traditional customs, would form a rich, if exotic, ingredient. (POI,

180)

For Berlin, 'these sorry absurdities' offer 'a totally unreal vision of
what modern societies were or could be'(PO¿ B0). This is not to say
that people cannot or should not live as ]ews within a non-Jewish
nation-state; on the contrary, Berlin argues strongly for the legiti-
macy of that option. But Jewishness should not, he believes, be
asserted as a separate political identification within the state's
public sphere. Berlin's model for the treatment of cultural minori-
ties is neither assimilation nor multiculturalism (except in a weak
sense). Rather, it is an intermediate position which could be called
'integration', where members of the group maintain their distinct
identity within the family and voluntary associations, while accept-
ing the same public rights and duties as other citizens.rT

Supposing that this is Berlin's position, is it justified? In effect, he
distinguishes between 'national' cultures, which he says are rightly
protected by a state, and minority cultures within states, to which he
extends no such protection. There are two problems with this. First,
what if a minority culture is also national? This possibility is promi-
nent in the thought of the liberal multiculturalist Will Kymlicka,
who defines as 'national' cultural groups which were formerly self-
governing and territorially concentrated, which have been incorpo-
rated into a larger state, but which want to maintain their identity as
a distinct society.rs Typical examples include indigenous peoples. As
Kymlicka observes, 'many Western democracies are multinational'
in the sense that they contain more than one national group of this
kind.re Should Berlin not extend political status at least to these
national minorities? Secondly, do Berlin's basic principles not
require that he go further still? His stronger reason for valuing
cultures is that they answer to the human need for belonging. If so,
then that will be true not only of national cultures, whether these be
majorities or minorities, but also of others. Immigrant cultures, too,
provide their members with a sense of belonging. If the good of cul-
tural belonging deserves political protection in the case of national
cultures, why not also in the case of immigrant cultures? Such pro-
tection need not take the form of the self-determination that is
arguably appropriate only to national groups, but could be provided
by the other forms of special accommodation listed earlier.

I
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In short, Berlin,s commitment to national belonging seehs topush rrim croser to multiculturarism than he ;-p'rt.iily;dmits.
HoweveL a Berlinian murticurturarism. wil be_qriurifi;á by twocountervailing values. The first is social u'ity. oie of the dimen_sions of Berlin's rearism, as discussed earrier, is his berieithat theactual practice of liberar politics is not guaranteed uy ,"uso., alone,but requires favourable social conditiois. Liberalisrá i, ,rntituty toflourish in a societv 

1i.ve1 by serious inte.rar confrict to the foint or
thronil instabitiry'- rrre fatá or the w"ir"åi ir"p;lì:i; i!ìfi"p, unexample. Consequently, a successful liberarism will u" á*-"hu.u._
terized by relatively high revers of trust and co-ope*iiãi, and forthat purpose the generar acceptance within the societyJl-.o**or,
cultural identity is instrumeniaily varuable, in¿""J 

"Jr""riJHun.uBerlin's dislike of the .*o.".3qeiussive forms of -ulticuriurarism,the tendency of which is to div"iãe societies i^ ways tnái-".,J".*in"
the cultural basis necessary for free institutions.

. Th: second quarification to Berrinian multiculturalism foilowsrrom nls commitment to individual riberty. on the one rrand, thegood of belonging should draw Berrin towards endorsing the state,s
active intervention in the preservation of all viable c"tti.ås wittrinits jurisdiction. This tendì to separate Berlin,s view from thoseforms of tiberatism thic! u".upi a policy "i 

,u""it" 
"ãäiu.t, orminority cultures.2' on the other hånd, ih" gooJir ì"åi"ia,rur

liberty counts against the state's uncritical endo"rsemer,t or.,rlt,r.u,
and practices which diminish the freedom of individuals.-in thisrespect Berlin's view. must be distinguished from tnã poritìo" orthose multiculturarists who wourd p"r"ru'nu any and áll cultureswith little qualificatiol, uld who regärd liberai ¡íi""ìpr"r * tt 

"^-selves culturally relative.2r
what balance should Berlinians strike between belonging and

llo"lYtjYl suggesrion is that riberty wiil take p;ilrid^;h?;u',h"."
f : Irjtli::.i4y reason once again 

-lppeats to rhe casé presented intne ras_t chapter in favour of liberarism in its Enrigrrtenment form.
Th.ere I- argued that Berlinian pluralism implies tlî a"ri.áuinty orcultural diversity, but only ,o iu, as the .,rit,.r.", concerned if,u*_
serves promote a diversity of goods. This internal diversity of cul_tures.in turn requires that théir members possess a capacity for
exercising personal autonomy. It is thus liberty in the rãir or p"r-sonal autonomy that must.be weighed agaiist belongi;t ln-the
l.*1.:l :,lltural 

policy. In those sca"les autónomy wiil rîeilh moreneavrly where there is a conflict, since it is autonómy that Jtands atthe heart of the kind of.liberal politics that best satisíies in" irrigt r,of pluralism. In particular, thisïilI be a form of politics *i'i.r, -u*-
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imally accommodates the full range of human goods, and which
equips people to make good choices among those goods when they
conflict. Asystem which gives priority to belonging over liberty will
not pass this test, since it will tend to favour settled local traditions
regardless of the extent to which these value diversity or personal
autonomY.

Note that this argument also resolves the apparent tension within
the concept of liberal nationalism, introduced in chapter 5. There I
reported the objection that if individual liberty and group belong-
ing are incommensurables in Berlin's terms, then their combination
within liberal nationalism is incoherent and that position is an oxy-
moron. The weakness of this criticism should now be evident:
it assumes that merely to identify contending values as incommen-
surables is to show that there can be no rational resolution when
they conflict. As I have argued in previous chapters, the better view
is that rational choices among competing incommensurables may
be possible in context. Moreover, the concept of pluralism itself
implies certain general principles that have political implications,
as in the argument I have just sketched. Berlin's position can thus
be regarded as a form of liberal nationalism, in which the value of
liberty is ranked ahead of that of belonging, for good reason, where
there is a conflict.

To sum up, Berlin's deepest commitments suggest a position that
is closer to multiculturalism than he allows, although this is a mul-
ticulturalism qualified by a concern for social unity, and a multi-
culturalism within liberal limits. More specifically, it is, I suggest, a
multiculturalism similar to that of Kymlicka.22 According to this
view, the liberal state has the right and the duty to act to preserve
cultures, especially national cultures, on the ground that member-
ship of a flourishing culture is part of the well-being of all citizens.
But that policy is balanced by the need for social cohesion, and is
subject to the promotion of personal autonomy in all cases. Cultural
preservation and national identity are important, but they come
second to the fundamental liberal-pluralist concern for the liberty
of the individual. Again, the argument has travelled some distance
beyond Berlin's actual words, but not, I believe, beyond the general
contours of his liberal-pluralist outlook.23

judging Berlin

How does Berlin rate as a thinker overall? This is a difficult ques-
tion, especially on Berlin's own pluralist terms, since on those terms
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it involves comparisons and rankings among incommensurables.
How can we weigh Berlin's originality against Rawls,s argumenta_
tive rigour; or his realism against the influence of Marx? put like
this, the problem is like that of ranking great artists, which Berlin
declares to be irresolvable (PSM, B, 567). I have argued that, on
Berlin's own better view, to identify a value conflict as a conflict of
incommensurables is not necessarily to abandon hope of a reasoned
resolution. such a resolution can appeal either to context or to the
implications of pluralism itself. Pluralism itsell I have argued, indi-
cates the superiority of a liberal political framework over ihe known
alternatives. On the gfound of pluralism, therefore, we could say
that Berlin, as a liberal, is on the right track.

Even within the context of the liberal tradition, howevel the
question of Berlin's overall ranking remains hard to answer. I have
already laid out some of his strengths and weaknesses within the
liberal frame: the greater realism of his position compared with that
of 'utopian' liberals like Condorcet, balanced by his lack of atten-
tion to the policy implications of his view compared with other
social liberals like Rawls and Kymlicka. Nevertheless, a thorough
response to this question would still require many comparisoirs
across distinct and perhaps incommensurable dimensions õf value,
an-d even then might not be possible. I therefore propose an unplu-
ralistic short-cut, which is to reduce all these queétions, for the éake
of argument, to one: is it likely that Berlin will continue to be read?
Even this question is very large, and any answer will be specula-
tive. But I suggest that the answer is yes, for reasons that áddress
his achievement in three main areas: his account of the conceptual
roots of totalitarianism, his highlighting of value pluralism and its
implications, and his characteristic approach to thè history of ideas.

First, Berlin must be counted as one of the most significant ana-
lysts of twentieth-century totalitarianism. The tracing of the intel-
lectual origins and the moral psychology of totalitariãn thinking is
the undertaking I have presented as Berlin's master project. In ihis
he tackles the greatest challenge to moral and politicãl understand-
ing of his time, and his response is subtle, profound and highly
distinctive. For Berlin, the totalitarian regimes may have emeiged
in part from accidents of historical circumstances, from economic
factors and from the personalities of leaders, but most importantly
their origins lie in ideas. Ideas are powerful; they make or destroy
the lives of millions of actual human beings. Ideas are also highly
malleabþ: they can be forged into the principles of a free society or
distorted into an ideology of oppression.

The ideas that Berlin finds underlying totalitarian regimes are

not simple or one-dimensional but complex and layered, like the

multiplè levels of an archaeological excavation. At the surface

or most recent level is the betrayal of freedom by eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century intellectuals. This is not an outright rejection of
individual liberty. On the contrary, liberty is often elevated in this
period to a supreme position among goods. Once there, however,
it is twisted into new forms that in the end amount to the very opPo-
site of its genuine meaning. What is the 'genuine' meaning of
liberty? On this question, as on so many others, Berlin is ambigu-
ous, although fruitfully so. Sometimes he seems to insist that
negative noñ-interference alone is the 'normal' or root meaning of
libérty, yet at other times he allows that the most basic insight
common to positive conceptions of liberty, the value of controlling
one/s own life, is equally, or incommensurably, a fundamental
human good. I have argued that the true originality and importance
of the seminal 'Tïvo Concepts of Liberty' lies not in Berlin's formu-
lation of the negative-positive distinction itself, which had been

drawn by others, but rather (in part) in his critique of the positive
idea, which he links with authoritarianism, with conceptual confu-
sion, and with deeper tendencies in Western thought. I also argued
that in his concern to make those links, and to identify liberalism
with the negative idea, Berlin tends to underestimate the extent to
which one version of positive liberty, namely personal autonomy, is

also central to the liberal tradition. Still, Berlin's position remains,
on the whole, resilient after four decades of criticism, and it con-
tinues to be debated. What is certain is that Berlin opened up criti-
cal discussion of the concept of freedom in much the same way that
Rawls later opened up discussion of social justice and the founda-
tions of liberalism. For this reason alone, G. A. Cohen is right to link
Berlin and Rawls as 'the most celebrated twentieth century Anglo-
phone political philosophers'.24- 

The èoncept of liberty is only the beginning of Berlin's archaeol-
ogy of totalitarianism. The betrayal of freedom rests on a deeper
layer of thought: that of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment and
Counter-Enlightenment. In their extreme forms, one makes scien-
tific reason into a fetish, the other rejects it altogether. Each is the
principal source of its own corresponding form of totalitarianism.
The Counter-Enlightenment rejection of reason and universality
lays the groundwork for fascism. But Enlightenment faith in reason
and universality itself becomes dangerous when trumpeted as the
basis for a utopia: the scientistic stream of the Enlightenment is the
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chief foundation of Marxism and Soviet communism. These are
only the principal lines of Berlin's account; the details are more
nuanced. But it is Berlin's capaciiy for painting intellectual history
with such bold strokes that gives his work much of its characteris-
tic shape and power.

Finally, scientism rests on moral monism: the belief that all moral
questions have a single answer, and that all the answers fit together
systematically. Monism is the ur-faith not just of nineteenth-century
utopianism and eighteenth-century rationalism, but of the domi-
nant strand, the philosophiø perennis, of Western thought as a whole.
The search for the conceptual foundations of fascism and commu-
nism ends in the unearthing of a deep assumption which few would
have noticed and fewer still would have questioned. On its face, the
monist assumption seems harmless, evenbeneficial, since the same
assumption underpins the progress we have made in understand-
ing the natural world. Indeed, even in the moral world the monist
assumption may be beneficial in the hands of some thinkers, like
Locke, Kant and Mill. The problem is that monism can also be
pressed into service by those with less benign intentions and
visions.

Berlin's alternative to moral monism is value pluralism, and this
provides the second reason why he will continue to be read. His
idea is that human values are in reality irreducibly multiple, often
incompatible and sometimes incommensurable, and that conflicts
among such values frequently generate hard choices not resolvable
by any simple abstract rule. This is one of his most distinctive
contributions, and perhaps his most far-reaching. The notion of
pluralism is intimated, on Berlin's own account, by several earlier
Western thinkers, including most notably Vico, Herder and the
romantics, and goes back at least as far as Machiavelli.2s Among
Berlin's more immediate predecessors, Max Weber approaches
Berlin's view in some respects, and broadly similar outlooks can be
found in Berlin's contemporaries Michael Oakeshott and Stuart
Hampshire.26 But Berlin is the first writer to formulate the idea
explicitly as the centre-piece of a sustained political philosophy.
The notion of pluralism runs through his political thought almost
from the beginning, at first sensed rather than articulated, but
made increasingly explicit as he went on. Berlin never analyses
the concept carefully, and some of his treatments of it are vague
and inconsistent. But his position is highly original, powerfully
intuited, and copiously illustrated from his reading in the history
of ideas.

Berlin's Achieuement

The precise implications of Berlinian pluralism remain in
dispute. Berlin saw the idea as a weapon against authoritarian
modes of thought based on monism. Some critics have claimed that
pluralism also possesses, as Berlin did not seem to appreciate, the
power to challenge and disturb liberal positions such as his own. I
have argued that although Berlin has a case to answer here, that
case tends to trade on relativist and irrationalist interpretations of
pluralism which Berlin did not intend and which should be rejected.
Pluralism is compatible with reasoned choice among incommen-
surables in context. Moreoveç pluralism itself implies a set of
principles which recommend a liberal political framework. These
arguments suggest that Berlinian pluralism is not just a source of
anti-monist warnings or admonitions to exercise moderation, but
that it possesses considerable potential in helping us to think con-
structively about politics and public policy. In the previous two
sections I sketched ways in which this might be done in the fields
of distributive justice and cultural claims.

The third reason why Berlin's work is likely to survive is the
extraordinary urgency and vividness of his discussions of ideas and
the thinkers who generated them. This aspect of Berlin has two
components. The first is his method of imaginative empathy, mod-
elled on the fantasia of Vico and the Einfühlung of Herder, in which
he 'enters into' the mind he wishes to understand, whether the
mind of an individual or that of a whole society. He speaks to us
with the voice of that mind, leaving us to respond as we see fit. The
brilliance with which Berlin achieves this effect is attested by many
readers. Brian Barry, for example, otherwise a stern critic, identifies
Berlin's 'greatest strength' as 'his ability to convey, and make real,
the fact that every text - however abstract its subject matter - was
produced by a human being with his. . . own passions, prejudices,
idées fixes and blind spots'.27 The other component of Berlin's
method is his insistence that the ideas he discusses matter not
merely for their own sake, or from the viewpoint of a purely anti-
quarian interest, but because they are immediately and intensely
relevant to us now, having made us who we are, for good or ill.

This approach to ideas employs a unique combination of philos-
ophy and history. Its roots lie in Berlin's formative years in 1930s
Oxford, where he witnessed the struggle between the logical posi-
tivists and the Hegelians. Berlin was broad-minded enough to see
the strengths and weaknesses of each: the robust empiricism of the
logical positivists, limited by their abstract, disembodied reasoning;
the speculative excesses of the Hegelians, mitigated by their sense
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of historical specificity. Berlin tried to combine the best of both
worlds. He declared hims,elf.an empiricist, but defined'philosophy,
as precisely what theas precisely what the logical positivists left out: those 'queer ques-
tions' that can be settled neither bv observation nor Ltv clpdrrntin^by observation nor by deduction.
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hinted at through his treatment of others, ratlter than stated
expressly. In those cases where a critical claim is definitely being
asðerted, Berlin is inclined to back up the assertion not with a logical
demonstration but with loose associations of the 'slippery slope'
kind, such as those connecting positive liberty and moral monism
with authoritarian politics in'Two Concepts'.

Historians, on the other hand, have sometimes seen Berlin's
broad-brush approach to the history of ideas as showing too little
regard for details, qualifications and precise contexts. Indeed,
Berlin's whole conception of the history of ideas as tracing the
development of categories and concepts through different histori-
cal periods looks dubious to some theorists. The 'Cambridge
contextualist' school, most prominently represented by Quentin
Skinner, questions whether concepts like 'liberty' can properly be

understood as 'developing' historically at all. For Skinner, 'there are
no perennial problems in philosophy', only particular questions
and answers intelligible witl"rin the l-ristorical context in which they
arise.28 On this view, Berlin's narrative, in which Rousseau's con-
ception of liberty flows into that of Fichte, Hegel and Marx, is not
only questionable empirically, but incoherent.

To his philosophical mitics Berlin would reply that what is most
important to him is not coherence of argument but power of overall
vision. What counts in the great thinkers is their 'central vision of
life, of what it was and what it should be' (FlB,3). Their detailed
arguments are

but the outworks of the inner citadel - weapons against assault,

objections to objections, rebuttals of rebuttals, an attempt to forestall
and refute actual and possible criticisms of their views and their tl,e-
ories; and we shall never understand what it is they really want to
say unless we peuetrate beyond this barrage of defensive weaPons
to the central coherent single vision within, which as often as not is
not elaborate and complex, but simple, harmonious and easily per-
ceptible as a single wl'role. (FIB,3)

In Berlin's own case the central vision, liberal pluralism, is not so
simple and harmonious, but the larger point holds. It is confirmed
by his friend Avishai Margalit: 'Berlin did not like what the Oxford
philosopher Price used to call argybargy philosophers. You should
state your position, and it should be compelling. If it is not, no argu-
ment will ñelp. So he was not troubled by problems of coherence.'2e

Once again the force of the overall view is more valuable to Berlin
than philosophical ar gy -bar gy.

This is the realm of assumptions, paradigms or, as Berlin puts it, the
'category-spectacles' through which we make sense of the world.
To understand concepts and categories such as these, he argues, the
God's-eye methods of the natural sciences are inadequate because
merely 'external'. The basic categories of human understanding are
informed by human purposes, and can be grasped only by adopt-
ing the 'inside view', that is, by trying to see with the eyes-of
those whose categories they are. Hence the centrality of Einfühlung.
Further; each such view is situated concretely in time and place, anã
since time and place vary, so too do the concepts and categories they
produce. For Berlin, to do philosophy, properly understood, is
necessarily to study history.

But philosophy and history are also sufficiently distinct under-
takings to make the task of combining them problematic. Philo-
sophical questions - what is truth, justice, freedom? - tend towards
the universal, abstract and eternal, pulling apart from historical
inquiries into concrete events and circumstances. A case in point is
Berlin's critique of positive liberty in 'Two Concepts', where he
shifts uneasily between the historical claim that positive concep-
tions of liberty have in fact been used for authoritarian ends in tñe
past and the philosophical claim that there is something authori-
tarian about the positive conception as such. How far is Berlin's
marriage of the philosophical and historical sensibilities a success-
ful one? One thinks here of Berlin's own comments on similar
projects of reconciliation pursued by his predecessors: Tolstoy's
attempt to interweave a universal philosophy of history with the
particularities of the novel, Mill's ambition of uniting Bentham's
utilitarianism with Coleridge's romanticism. Berlin's judgement
that these enterprises are ultimately failures suggests that there are
questions to be asked about the coherence of his own programme.

Berlin's method has been criticized for this very reason. From the
philosophical side he has been accused, with some justice, of lack
of rigour in analysis and argument, and of vagueness in definitions
and distinctions. It is true that Berlin's claims are often left un-
proved and untested. Indeed, it is sometimes unclear just what
claim is being made, since it can be less than obvious in whose voice
Berlin is speaking at any one time, whether his own or that of the
historical figure he is discussing. His own position is typically
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To his historian critics Berlin might reply that his goar is not the
accurate recording of details of the past for its own sake, but the use
of the past to illuminate the present. 'The importance of accurate
historical knowledge', he writes, has often beeñ underestimated bv
students of ideas and should be accorded its proper place, ,but 

ít
is not everything. . . the importance of past þnilosoþners in the
end resides in the fact that the issues which they raised are live
issues still (or again)' (TCE, B). For this purpose broad patterns of
development are more pertinent than specialized factô narrowly
contextualized.

Quentin Skinner rigl,tly says tl-rat you can only fully understand
ideas if you understand the political circumstances in which they
were produced . . . But the essence of tl-re ideas themselves does not
emerge from Quentin Skinner's historical accounts. If he were right
we would not be able to understand Plato or Aristotle. We don,t
know what Athens looked or felt like. . . . yet the ideas themselves
have lasted. They have moved and excited people for more than two
thousand years. If Skinner's requirements ãre not met how can this
be? It can't be that the adequate understanding of ideas depends
solely upon an adequate understanding of context. (5a1.,22)

Berlin's_point is reinforced by the Vico scholar Leon pompa, who
writes that what is especially valuable in Berlin's approacli to Vico
is his- linking of that thinker with others 'more through . . . similar-
ity of insight th-11by-any diryçt historical association. In so doing,
he brought to light facets of [Vico's thoughtì which would ha,ie
remained unacknowledged were it considered solely in terms of its
strictly historical context and connections.'30

The contextualist critique of Berlin's historiography is ironic to a
degree, since Berlin himself sometimes says, esþeCialiy in his treat-
ment of Vico and Herder, that historical periods are íncommensu-
rable with one another. But this view is corrected by his subsequent
insistence on the possibility of transhistorical understanditrg by
way of a common human horizon. The human horizon enables us
to enter into past worlds imaginatively, and to compare their beliefs
and_aspirations with our own. This is how Berlin sùcceeds not only
in elucidating the thinkers he studies but also in bringing them to
life.

-These 
replies wjll not allay all objections, but Berlin,s own plu-

ralist outlook implies that they should not be expected to. philòso-
phers can still reasonably complain about Berlin,s lack of rigour.
How do we know that a position is 'compelling, unless we test it

tl'roroushlv? Historians can still question his interpretative accuracy'

ü;i;il uru 
"or"rrt 

about context, how can we be sure that the

id"u, *u attribute to past thinkers are not merely our. own proieg-

i.îtZ Berlin would not, or should not, claim that his method is

;;;h;"i costs. But if his pluralism is correct, he can rightly.remind

"r 
inut there can be no method without costs. Philosophical rigour'

historical accuracy and vividness of presentation are distinct and

ln.o*-"rlrurable considerations' This does not mean that' in trying

iã strike a balance among them, anything goes; but.it d.oes suggest

inJi" 
"U 

likelihood morð than one *ay õf ãtrikingthat bala.ce will

ü" ,uuro.uUle. The balance struck by Berli' is not the onlyone pos-

,iUi",U"t its value is attested by thó continuing-Power of his work

tå 
"tlgug", 

fascinate and provoke his many readers'

a


